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LIMITED FOOD
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THE CHALLENGES OF
RUNNING A RESTAURANT
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Kickstart Your Dreamjob
or Launch Your Career to
New Heights

WIN
10 GRAND
Towards Your
Grand Idea!

The Overcast’s Albedo Grant is available for entrepreneurs, organizations,
or artists. The idea was initially conceived by The Overcast and Dean MacDonald
— our original $5,000 sponsor. For 2015, Chris O’Dea Realty and lawyer John
O’Dea have partnered up to double the pot to $10,000.
Are you sitting on the best idea for a new store on Water Street? An App that will
solve all the city’s issues? Do you think you know the food truck we really need
here? Are you a director at a non profit whose life would get drastically easier with
a one-time purchase of something you can’t afford? As a cultural paper, we know all
about a bank turning you down for doing something atypical or risky – i.e exciting,
bold, and visionary. Now we’re here to help you leap over your financial barriers. The
Albedo grant exists to give you the money you need to launch a business or take your
operation to new heights.

Apply Now
Informal applications are fine. Simply send us a 1 to 2 page pitch of your
grand idea, and why you’re the person to make it happen. And don’t claim a
two-page pitch is too short — a short pitch forces you to be convincing, not
winded. Be impressive, there’ll only be one winner. Email The Overcast at:
submissions@theovercast.ca DEADLINE: APRIL 10TH, 2015

THIS ALBEDO GRANT IS A COMPETITION: DRAGON’S DEN STYLE
The Overcast’s staff will select the top 5-6 submissions. These top 5-6 people will get
an in-person pitch to Dean, John, and Chris for their money. These pitches will be
filmed so people on the web can weigh in on who they want to win, while they take a
week to think it over. The winner will be announced as our May issue cover story.
NOTICE TO BENEVOLENT LOCAL DO-GOODERS
If you, like Dean, Chris, and John are a benevolent local businessperson, and
would like to get in on the Albedo Grant with your own $5,000 contribution to
an entrepreneur/organization/artist whose pitch impressed you the most, get
in touch. The more money in this pot the better.
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TORBAY BEARING THE BRUNT
OF AIRPORT POLLUTION

Music

It’s not new news, but it’s back in the news.
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Pollution from St. John’s International Airport

since 2002, and before that, 1998. Word is

electric vehicle

we can all relax, for now.

charging stations
in the provinces, as

BIG BOOST FOR THE
GREEN MACHINE

well as a handful of
now 50 electric vehicle stations in the province.

private ones. There are

Retail

is contaminating water supplies in Torbay,

PAGE 17

and halting developments. Two years ago,

Newfoundland and Labrador has what is

Books

the province had to decommission South

called a Green Fund, whose purpose is to

Pond as a possible water supply for Torbay

reduce greenhouse gas emissions. It’s latest

because of this. The source of the pollution

expenditure was on the installation of more

is chemicals used in the process of de-icing

electric vehicle charging stations across

WE’RE RICHER THAN EVER …
AND DEEP IN THE RED

airplane wings. Currently, about 100 homes

the province. Car company Green Rock EVS

We’re rolling in it … but spending too

in the area are being told, “Don’t worry, your

are basically singlehandedly spearheading

much. The Canadian Federation of

wells are deeper than the contaminated

the shifting of gears from gas-powered to

Independent Business released a report this

Cover Story

area!” Phew, no cause for concern? This

electric-powered cars on the island, and this

week stating that our province needs to start
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environmental issue has made its way back

$52,000 in funding is a huge boost for the

spending 1.6 billion less a year, which is

Visual &
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into the news – not because of environmental

cause. The money will fund 14 commercial

obviously easier said than done.
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in the form of real estate development. The
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degradation itself of course – but because the

Pine Ridge Subdivision, for example, has had
to halt its growth. The area around the Jack
Byrne Arena is also affected (Welcome to
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Newfoundland, 2015 East Coast Music Award
Gala! Enjoy your polluted surroundings!) As is
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always the case – the plan isn’t to cease the
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around it. Torbay wants to tap into water
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TO BOOK AN AD:
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Most capital cities in Canada have an
alternative paper that covers the culture of
their province, but few provinces have the
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs, and
paper-worthy stories that our province has to
offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a voice and
The Overcast aims to be this voice. In addition
to our monthly paper, TheOvercast.ca posts
fresh and exclusive content on weekdays. All
opinions in this publication reflect the author of
the article, not The Overcast.

And not even as many electric vehicles.

pollution and clean up the area, but to work
supplies in St. John’s. Bickering is expected to
begin on the matter in the coming weeks.

Where to
next?
They’ve been to P.E.I., NYC, LAX and YYZ.
They’re right at home in Hobart town
and hike the equator round and round.
That tough leather? Well, we oil it.
Step right up to a Third World “toilet!”
Good in mud, good in snow.
No darn laces!
(They make you slow.)
Where to next?
Why ask?
Just go!

RABID ANIMALS NOT LIKELY
TO GET US HERE ON THE ISLAND
Rabies is not a pretty disease: it turns animals
into vicious, drooling, fearless beasts that really
want to bite you, and it’s easily transferred to
pets (see the classic heartbreaking film Old
Yeller). While there are a handful of confirmed
cases of Rabies in Labrador, including a lone
wolf chasing a pack of snowmobilers, the
province’s Chief Veterinary Officer has declared
there’s no way for this to spread to the island of

COVER CREDIT: Joel Upshall
UNCREDITED ARTICLES: Chad Pelley

Newfoundland, unless melting ice conditions

theovercast.ca

surf on over. We have not had any Rabies here

in Southern Labrador allow a rabid animal to

The Chisel Toe available
in Crazy Horse Brown,
Black, Stout Brown,
or Rustic Brown

Outfitters Adventure Gear 220 Water St
First Western Boutique 140 Water St
SoftMoc Avalon Mall 48 Kenmount Road
blundstone.ca
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Health Minister
Agrees It’s Finally
Time to Commit
to a Better Mental
Health Care System

We've got a system that isn't sustainable. There's a recognition within
the healthcare system and there's definitely a recognition within
government that mental health needs more attention.
– HEALTH MINISTER STEVE KENT

BY AMY STOODLEY

The Minister admits there are big problems but

people and we need to work closely with our

says not all the criticism is fair. "Over the last

school system in doing so."

emergency situations know what to look for

"We need to focus more on recovery, we need to

and know how to respond."

focus more on prevention and early intervention,
we need to focus more on supports for young

The masses have spoken. For

Kent says the government will also focus on

... we just opened two new youth treatment

awareness, making sure people know about

centres for complex mental health needs

the services that exist and where to go for

and addictions in Paradise and in Grand Falls

help. "We have a 24 hr crisis line staffed by

Windsor. We are getting close to opening a new

professionals 7 days a week. It's important

Confederation Hill are listening.

adult health and addictions centre in Harbour

for people who are seeking help to not get

Grace, and we are working to replace the

frustrated and not lose hope. Although there

Health Minister Steve Kent says the mental

Waterford Hospital which is long overdue."

are some waitlists for some counselling

out for better mental health
services and finally, the folks on

March 2015

ten years we've implemented the province's
first ever mental health and addictions strategy

years people have been crying

MUN
Cinema
Series

services, there are other avenues throughout

health system needs a transformation and
it turns out the other parties in the house

The provincial government puts $100 million

the province for people to get help including

agree. Earlier this year, a private motion for an

each year into mental health and addictions

inpatients services, outreach programs,

all-party committee on mental health passed

services and in tough economic times, Kent

the provincial health line and emergency

unanimously in the house of assembly and

says we aren't likely to see a whole lot more.

services."

Minister Kent says he's making mental health

But, he says, that doesn't mean things can't

his "top priority." "We've got a system that isn't

change, "while we don't have hundreds of

Kent says mental health isn’t political and he’s

sustainable," says Kent. "There's a recognition

millions of dollars to inject into the system, I

looking forward to working with all parties

within the healthcare system and there's

think we've got to find creative ways to realign

to come up with a solution. “This is a societal

definitely a recognition within government that

some of our resources to make sure that

issue that needs to be addressed...In my own

mental health needs more attention."

there's greater emphasis on mental health

family, I have seen first hand struggles with

and addiction services.Throwing more money

complex mental health and addiction issues.

Kent says there are more patients than ever

at something as complex as mental health

There are people who I love and care about

needing mental health treatment but the

services, it's not that simple. But there's

who have dealt with suicide, who have dealt

services available aren't cutting it."We receive

definitely more resources needed. I'm not

with mental illness, who have dealt with drug

about twenty thousand referrals to community

disputing that."

and alcohol addiction. There probably isn't a
family in the province who hasn't had some

services yearly, and that's going up. We have
about 3000 admissions to inpatient mental

So what does it mean when the Health

direct connection to those issues. My family

health and addictions, and those numbers are

Minister makes mental health the “top priority”?

is no different."

MAR
5

Deux jours, une nuit
DIRECTED BY JEAN-PIERRE DARDENNE
& LUC DARDENNE

MAR
12

Still Alice

DIRECTED BY RICHARD GLATZER
& WASH WESTMORELAND

MAR
19

Dear White People
DIRECTED BY JUSTIN SIMIEN

going up. We receive about 10,000 crisis calls
yearly to our mental health and addictions line,
and those numbers are going up."

Athena by Anstey Salon & Spa

MAR
26

Waitlists for psychiatrists are long and
diagnoses are delayed. While people wait,
they often slip deeper into despair and in a
crisis situation, emergency rooms aren't
always prepared to help. For some, it's a
matter of life or death. "I want to tackle that to
make sure people working in the health care
system have a better understanding of mental
health and addictions issues,” Kent says. “It's
really important that those responding in

Luxury Full Service Hair Salon & Aesthetic Spa

709 ○ 364 ○ 5060
athenabyanstey.com
502 Topsail Road | St. John’s, NL

Red Army
DIRECTED BY GABE POLSKY

Thursdays @ 7:00 pm
Cineplex Theatres, Avalon Mall
WWW.MUN.CA/CINEMA
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

Your Annual Investment in Local Artists
is Less Than the Cost of a Bag of Chips

Stories from the Sex Trade in St. John’s
underground voices BY KERRI CULL

I recently heard an enterprising

Rachel’s Story

young man explain how studio

short story, photograph,
play, and tune in
Newfoundland and
Labrador. That funding is

in his town to attract artists.

an annual taxation burden

the first heavy snow fall

It was part of an effort to

on each citizen of less than the
cost of a bag of chips, less than the price on one

and Pippy Park is blocked

revitalize the place.
It’s a sound idea. Arts and culture make
communities livable. The Arts attract and retain
young people. They function as research and
development for popular entertainment and
the crafts which are, in turn, cornerstones of
tourism. Art stimulates the imagination and
so fosters innovation. The “multiplier” on arts
funding is demonstrably high, the money,
almost all of it used for job creation, rushes
around the local economy. And unlike dead-end
necessities like policing, something concrete
comes of it. (Art shouldn’t need any justification
but these are reactionary times in Canada.)
So critical are artists to New York’s life that
Mayor Bill de Blasio is proposing subsidizing
their housing in an effort to stem their flight
from that city’s high cost of living.
Governments in the developed world generally
fund artists through grants. These provide
seed capital and serve as a subsidy on “ticket
price.” Were it not for such investment art and
culture would be the exclusive privilege of a
wealthy elite.

twenties, some are regulars. They range
from late twenties to early sixties, and

space was being developed

small bag of salt and vinegar chips.

children, some are single men in their

It’s the first Saturday after

“are all very normal and wealthy.”
Rachel has been transitioning for
a number of years and looks like a

with kids and crazy carpets

stereotypical woman. She has long

We have arts administration, government

and parents warming their

cultural bureaucracy, arts and culture plant

gestures. She does not, however, have

hands around Tim’s cups.

and arts education, we have discipline-bydiscipline advocacy groups, we have recently
added Business and The Arts to the mix. We
have it all but appreciable funding for artists.
This province which we tout as has having
such a vibrant cultural scene is a blessedly
peaceful place. Yet we spend two hundred
times as much on policing and corrections as
we do providing grants to artists. There are
more than 10 fee-for-service physicians who
individually make more annually than the total
of all direct funding to all artists. The fees
for one more of those good doctors would
double, DOUBLE the direct funding to all
artists in Newfoundland and Labrador from
provincial grants. “Wellness” anyone?
If we are not going to adequately fund
professional artists to make art we should
end the charade and eliminate the activities
predicated on it, re-purpose the cultural
spaces, reassign the civil servants and cease
teaching it in schools and university.

hair, wears make-up and has feminine
the money she needs to complete
the medical procedures she wants,

I am heading to a coffee shop to meet a

procedures that are not covered by

woman who goes by the name of Rachel.

MCP or insurance. Generally, some of

All I know about her is that she is in the

the surgeries trans women want are

sex trade and she has agreed to talk to

electrolyses, top surgery, bottom surgery,

me. She sits with her back straight and

tracheal shave, and others. While Rachel

has a small spiral notebook in front of her

doesn’t necessarily know that she wants

on the table. It is filled with cursive notes

all of these procedures, the ones she does

in blue ink. She leans in and shakes my

want cost thousands of dollars.

hand as I sit down. We begin by talking
about her childhood, one that needs no

The big draw for this industry is the

telling as it was “very regular.” No abuse.

money. And Rachel can pretty much

No neglect. No dirty secrets.

name her price and people will pay. It’s
hard to know if she would be doing this

She tells me she deals with a “fairly

if not for the money. Many men come

specific group of people.” She doesn’t

to her for a first-time experience – they

stroll the streets nor rely on anyone else

are nervous and kind – and while many

to do what she does. They come to her

workers have not been as fortunate, she

house. She screens them before she sets

has never felt victimized nor threatened.

an appointment and she charges $250/hr.

She deems it empowering because
fulfilling fantasies for men who cannot

Before she got into the business she was

share those fantasies with anyone else is

working a regular job and making decent

like a gift. One that she is happy to give.

money. She saved up enough to survive

going to go empty because no one is paying

of mines and the bust of the oil boom tells

the artists to practice in them.

government they must radically refocus on the

She is a transgender woman whose

other sort of natural resource, the imagination.

Kerri Cull is seeking participants to
tell their stories about the sex trade
in St. John’s. If you have something to
share – the good, the bad, the ugly– email
kerrijanewriter@gmail.com. The opinions
in this article are not necessarily those

clients are all men: some have wives and

of the author or publication.

The problem we face in Newfoundland and
Labrador is that we don’t fund artists in any
meaningful way. Those “arts spaces” are

The collapse of several fisheries, the windingup of the pulp and paper business, the closure

for a couple of months in case this change
proved fruitless. Months later that savings
remains in her bank account.

Of the Newfoundland and Labrador Arts
Council’s embarrassing $2.1 million budget,

Spending on the Newfoundland and Labrador

after operational cost and sustaining grants

Arts Council is a shameful 0.03% of the

to organizations, a paltry $700,000 is left to

provincial budget. The coming budget must

lift the sector. Nowhere else would so little

extract and ship our resources. Diversification

directly fund individual artists’ projects. That

increase that, at the very least, tenfold. That

spending have such a profound and immediate

is no longer a choice but a necessity for

is not a typo, $700,000 per year for every

gesture will have an insignificant influence

impact. For better or worse Government

survival, isn’t it time to readjust the balance

painting, poem, print, dance, novel, sculpture,

on the province’s bottomline but dramatically

has been preoccupied with making it easy to

ever so slightly toward acts of creation?
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URBAN FORM
WITH EMILY CAMPBELL

originated
in outport
communities,

The Storm Door

A new column
that explores the
relationship between
people and their built
environment in
the city.

where it is much
more of a necessity
against the harsh climate. The door was later
mimicked and brought into town by people

“There’s something romantic
about the storm door,” said
Beth who lives in a house

It’s all so confusing. What’s a

of wood. Wood is affordable, easy to work

taxi driver to believe? There

represents what we are up

was rebuilt after a fire less than 20 years
ago. They chose this traditional storm door
because they had always admired it. To them,
it seemed practical, they liked the look of it
and it felt really authentic.
After the recent snow falls, a closed wooden
storm door is a common sight around
downtown St. John’s. The houses look as
cozy as the people inside, ready for what the

Cameras, Cages, Cops?

In Newfoundland, the storm door is made
with, involves common tools, and many

Stan put on their storm door when the house

FARE-Y TALES

like Beth and Stan.

with a storm door. “It really
against here.”

Local Perspectives

owners (brokers) do not want that

people have the skills needed to build with

expense. Cameras are also costly and

it. The materials are accessible and the form

assaults against taxi drivers

difficult to maintain. Besides, they create

of the door is suitable to the climate. These

in the City. The frequency

to engage in auditions for sex tapes. No

are a few reasons why this type of door has
become such a prolific element of St. John’s

and seriousness of the crimes

housing. Sometimes, the door is split into

appear to be escalating. Just

two parts. Ted, a local carpenter, guessed
that this may be because it is easier to push

last month a female driver

open in the snow. The split door also means

was assaulted and robbed

that someone can enter and exit the house
without fully opening the door, keeping the

Passengers are often impressed how

heat in and protecting the home from wind,

drivers can understand dispatcher

rain, and cold.

instructions and chatter over the twoway radio. Instructions often delivered at

In addition to the pragmatic reasons for

disjointed voice speeds. However, No CB

this door, people seem to attach meaning

radio chatter gains the attention of a taxi

So where did the storm door come from?

to their doors. The door of a home serves

driver as quickly as cries for help from

two functions: to express one’s identity, and

another. It is the call we don’t want to hear

to keep the residents safe inside, providing

and when we do, it is our duty to respond

speaking with a few downtown residents, it

privacy and security. After the 1982 fire,

to the site as quickly as possible. Next

seems the storm door is often a later addition

houses were hastily erected with little

time it may be you requiring assistance.

to their homes, well after the construction is

thought or time given to personal expression.

complete. I believe the storm door actually

Later, people modified their doors to suit

Many taxi drivers are unsure if there is an

their personality. If you consider yourself

actual increase or if it is hype caused by

characteristic of urban housing. After

Cages are expensive to install and cab

are increasing reports of

weather brings.

From what I can tell, it’s not an original

interaction and carry on a conversation.

vibrant and fun you may paint your door red.
If tradition and history are important to you,
you may take extra care to restore a door
to its original state. Second, the door is the
way into and out of the house, it can provide
privacy and foster a feeling of safety. Behind
a storm door there is often a glass door.
People then have the choice to keep their
storm door open and welcome people into
their home, or close it visually cutting off the
connection to the street.
Whether your storm door stays open or
closed, is painted blue or red, this element of
a home means something to both individual
inhabitants and to the city. We all have doors,
but each one is as unique as us. What does
your door say about you?

a temptation for our sobriety challenged
kidding. However, we may soon have no
choice but to install these safety devices.
The Federal Government recently enacted
legislation to provide stronger sentences
for those convicted of crimes against taxi
drivers and others in the transportation
game, such as bus drivers. The City did
lobby for the passage of the bill. Other
than that, the City has not been seen to be
present in the issue.
Drivers must also take responsibility
to prevent or be prepared to respond
to attacks if they occur. We have a
responsibility to make ourselves aware of
developing situations and be prepared to
avoid and de-escalate if it does.
Again, the RNC has not yet responded

enhanced media coverage. Requests to the

to approaches for engagement on that

RNC for statistics on crimes against taxi

front. Hopefully it will see an opportunity

drivers have not yet been responded to.

to develop and make available a driver
safety program. Education will go a long

Dealing with the criminal element intent

way to minimizing driver assault and

on taxi driver robbery or assault is

robbery. Who better to do this than a body

difficult. We may sometimes appear to be

mandated for public safety?

easy targets. Outnumbered and in isolated
areas, the driver is viewed as an easy

There is no representative association

mark. Particularly female drivers.

for the taxi industry in St. John’s. The last
time it tried to organize, those involved

The directing minds in the local taxi

ended up in Supreme Court, having anti-

industry do not yet support installing

competition charges laid against them.

cages or cameras. While some drivers

They were eventually dropped but not

do, most do not want cages separating

before a lot of damage was done.

them from their passengers. Perhaps
it’s our Island nature to want jovial

What’s a driver to do?

Local Perspectives

Drew
Brown on
NDP’s Three
Leadership
Candidates
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EARLE MCCURDY

CHRIS BRUCE

MIKE GOOSNEY

Spoiler alert: Earle McCurdy is going to
be the next leader of the NL NDP.

For the last

Mike Goosney's candidacy pretty much came

year and half or

out of left field. Goosney is a steelworker and

so, dissident dipper

former Labrador City municipal councillor,

Chris Bruce has been

as well as a former provincial board member

on something of a political odyssey. After

with Advanced Education and Skills. He

the party's implosion in October 2013, he

had previously gone after the federal NDP

very publicly quit his position on the party's

nomination in the 2013 Labrador by-election,

executive board to protest Lorraine Michael's

but was outplayed by Harry Borlase. All

(perceived) petty Stalinism. He wandered

things considered, it's definitely not a bad

many months in the wilderness trying to

thing to see a Labradorian in the running

rebuild the Green Party in Newfoundland and

for a provincial party leadership. Lord

Labrador – a Sisyphean task if ever there was

knows the Big Land could always use more

one – and now he has returned to claim the

representation in provincial politics.

There are a few reasons for this. Spending
twenty years (1994-2014) at the head of the
Fish, Food, and Allied Workers union gives
him the longest resume, the most name
recognition, and the most street cred – as
far as most social democrats are concerned,
anyway. Given how much of the NDP is
powered by union donations and volunteers,
McCurdy also comes with a ready-made war
chest and the lion's share of provincial working
class power (whatever that amounts to in the
Year of Our Lord Two-thousand fifteen). He's
also backed by the party establishment and its
most prominent members, which puts him at
a decided advantage over his competitors. It's
not clear what specific vision he has for the
party, but that doesn't really seem to matter
because most of the membership is ready to
fall in line behind whatever it turns out to be.
He's the safest and most traditional bet for the
NDP, especially given that they will come out
of the leadership and straight into an election
battle just a few months later. The man's
cut his teeth on the front lines of the
class struggle, and that sort of
experience is an asset going
into a moment of financial
austerity. But whether
“safe and traditional”
translates into “stability” – or
“stagnation” – for a party in
desperate need of a structural
overhaul remains to be seen.
Still though. He's going to win, so
we should get used to it now.

orange throne. Democratically, of course.
Goosney's committed to expanding accessible
He's also served as both Opposition Leader

healthcare, cutting red tape around trades

and Premier in the NL Youth Parliament.

education and employment in the province

Given that the NLYP takes parliamentary

(which I take to mean de-regulating the

decorum more seriously than most MHAs, he

Advanced Education and Skills portfolio),

may actually be overqualified for the job(s).

and rebuilding the provincial NDP. Ideally,
he would also like to see the NDP hold the

Bruce has a vivid political imagination and

balance of power in a provincial minority

a deep moral gravitas. He came into the

government. That would be awesome, but it's

race with a clear programme – diversify

not totally clear how he would get there.

the province's energy production and
distribution, reform the corporate tax

Otherwise, Goosney's a bit of a man of

system, and expand pharmacare coverage.

mystery. I don't really know what else to

He'd also like to “get money out of politics”

put in this profile. He seems best kind,

by banning corporate and union donations

though, and

from political campaigns. Considering

that's half the

that the NDP is effectively bankrolled by

battle. “Mike

organized labour (and that equating unions

Goosney:

with Big Business contradicts the central

Best Kind.”

premise of social democracy), this last plank

You could set

is unlikely to win Bruce many friends in the

your watch to

membership. Then again, no one said doing

a slogan like

the right thing would be easy – only that it

that, yessir.

would be worth it. Don't stop believin', etc.
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SEASONAL RECIPES WITH A LOCAL TWIST

Almond and Oats
Blueberry Squares
By Melany Otis & Elisabeth Luther

If you are looking for an amazing recipe to use some of the frozen
blueberries you picked last summer, try these almond and oats
blueberry squares. These delicious squares are healthy enough
for breakfast, but also make a tasty dessert or snack.

YIELD: 9-12 squares

powder and cinnamon. Spread half of batter

PREP TIME: 30 minutes

in the oiled baking dish and press down with

COOK TIME: 30 minutes

your hands until it is firm. Spoon blueberry

Lactose-free, gluten-free. With vegan option

filling over batter. Cover blueberry filling with
the rest of the batter by crumbling it on top

INGREDIENTS

and gently pressing down. Bake in preheated
oven for 30 minutes, until crispy and golden.

Blueberry Filling

Cool down and refrigerate for 2-3 hours

2 cups blueberries, frozen

before slicing (it will be much easier to slice

½ cup maple syrup

and they will not fall apart). Serve cold.

2 tablespoons cornstarch mixed with 2
Elisabeth Luther is a food photographer

tablespoons water

and the author of the popular food blog
Almond and Oats Crumble

Homemade Hearts. Melany Otis is the

2 cups rolled oats

owner of the award-winning catering

2 cups almond meal (flour)

company Fine Food Factory.

¼ cup brown sugar
½ cup coconut oil, melted (or butter)
2 tablespoons ground flax seeds mixed
with 6 tablespoons water
1 ½ teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon cinnamon

FINE FOOD FACTORY

PREPARATION
o

Preheat oven at 350 F and oil an 8 inch
square baking dish.

Avalon Homeopathy

Enhancing & Maintaining Health

Blueberry Filling In a small saucepan

HOST A MEMORABLE EVENT!
Exquisite Food with
Creative Presentation, Private
& Corporate Catering
     finefoodfactory.ca

over medium heat, combine frozen
blueberries with maple syrup. Bring to a
boil and when it is boiling, stir in cornstarch

Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath
DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

753-0155

•

SUFFERING FROM
THE WINTER BLUES?

mixture. Continue stirring constantly as the

This winter try the natural approach
of Homeopathy for anxiety, depression,
and low energy.

mixture is thick. Once the mixture is thick,

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)

mixture cooks for about 2-3 minutes, until
remove from heat and set aside.
Almond and Oats Crumble In a large mixing
bowl, combine oats, almond meal, brown
sugar, coconut oil, flaxseed mixture, baking

HOMEMADE HEARTS
HEALTHY RECIPES EACH WEEK!
Original Creations with Stunning
Food Photography, Quick Meal Ideas
& Cooking Tips
homemadehearts.ca           
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Why Dave Summers
Has More Regular
(and Celebrity)
Customers Than Any
Food Spot in Town
BY ALYSON SAMSON

This city is full of interesting

ZuZu Luxe Mascara
& Liquid Eyeliners
Luxury colour cosmetics made with clean
all natural ingredients. Certified Gluten-Free,
Vegan, and Cruelty-Free

characters, restaurateurs in

for the day — he leaves a notebook so you just
write your name and what you took.
Dave says he’s, “just a man trying to make a
environment; a home away from home for
people who some days see more of their
desk chair than their bed. He’s always there
with a kind word and a smile — and starts
September.

too far to go home for lunch, and he appreciates

30 years ago — The Heritage Cafe. Summers
opened the establishment along with his sister
in 1984, across the street from where The Duke
of Duckworth sits today. So how did he end up
at CBC? Many likely remember — or have seen
— the dilapidated former CBC Radio building
downtown. In its heyday, it was buzzing with
[radio]waves of technicians, producers, hosts,
and a scattered celebrity guest, and they would
spill right out onto the street daily and pour into
The Heritage, as most people called it. They had
to eat, and Dave was right next door, ready to
feed them. So it was no surprise when CBC left
the downtown area, they took Dave with them.
And he's been in the University Avenue location
cafe since 2001.
Running across people like Rick Mercer,
Allan Hawco, and Mark O’Brien as regulars

the homestyle meals in the workplace on his
busy schedule. "CBC is a place where spare
time and opportunities to eat are very limited
— Dave provides a great service that way,"
Baker says. "His cafe is a bit of a melting pot for
great chats and opinions and ideas. But apart
from the service and the cafe he's also part of
the fabric of the place. When I returned from
being off sick for three months, he was the first
one to welcome me back. And then he altered
some of his menu to help with my new food
requirements. When my daughter was sick with

celebrities in his line of work he said “nah,
not really” — but then proceeded to list the

young ones at the hall.”

709-729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca
Gerry Rogers MHA St. John’s Centre
GerryRogersMHA

instead of whipping out the debit card for seven
cups of coffee a day, and that Kit-Kat (oh ...
and maybe that sandwich … wait Dave, I need a

CRISTA ON AQUA:
“Best food and drinks in town: I really adore
this spot; long time favourite none of the new
spots quite touch.”

JAY ON CHINCHED BISTRO:
“The ‘combo plate’ of charcuterie, cheese,
and various accompaniments (AKA a plate
of things) is a great way to start. The potato
wrapped cod is a work of art. You can see the
attention to detail and the results of making
most everything in-house. Did you ever think
you’d have pickled mustard seed on a housebaked cracker? Chinched!”

TRINA ON CHINCHED BISTRO:
“This is a funky, wild, wicked spot to try things
you'd never find at a grocery store. I don't even
know what I ate, but I know I will be back.”

DON ON CHRISTOPHER’S CAFÉ:
“Nothing different but they nail it: A hearty,
homey, perfectly fine diner downtown.”

LORNE ON THE CLUB:

like his strong coffee, but there's no debating the

“Best F’N Spot in town. Here's what you do
here: get the cheese dip / pretzel app. If alone:
the daily special. If on a date: ‘The deadliest
catch.’ It’s a big ol bucket of seafood.”

fact he's good people.”
Like his traditional fishcakes every Friday, the
staff of CBC can always depend on Dave. So
if you’re ever at CBC for an interview, or just
passing through, go say hi to Dave, and thank
him for keeping your local journalists fed and
caffeinated so they can keep the news on the air.

On Your Side.
Fighting For You.
Dale Kirby, MHA

JAY ON EAST SIDE MARIO’S:
“Most everything seems to be prepared on
the mainland and then trucked in frozen. A
sad trend for some chains. Children, however,
don’t care. Bring the young’uns here for a
good feed. They do seem to like it.”

ERIN W. ON FORMOSA TEA HOUSE:
“This place is worth every penny, and that
won’t be many. So cheap, so good. How is
this place not a hipster favourite?”

St. John’s North

CHRISTOPHER SAUNDERS ON
MALLARD COTTAGE:

@dalegkirby

“What an adventure in food! I just had my first
seal meat ever, courtesy of The Overcast’s
burger challenge! Todd (their chef) made a seal
burger. It made my mouth flipp(er)ing happy!”

Dave has a solid honour system for his
customers. CBCers can keep tabs running

theovercast.ca/restaurants

was doing. Many will debate whether or not they

aforementioned and many more as frequent
customers “back in the day when they were

SUBMIT YOUR OWN REVIEWS

a nasty flu recently, he called me to see how she

in their early days was no big deal to Dave.
In fact, when I asked him if he’s ever met any

Your Restaurant
Reviews

his countdown to Christmas on the 1st of

like Dave’s.

building on University Avenue. He started off in

9

living,” but he certainly creates a welcoming

and a regular patron of Dave’s — lives a little

his own restaurant on Duckworth street over

We’re listening

for the overnight crew when he closes up shop

regulars … but they're not

The quick-drying, water resistant liquid
eyeliners deliver ultimate precision to line,
shape and define your eyes.

M H A , S T. J O H N ’ S C E N T R E

patron relationship, leaving snacks available

Jamie Baker — host of the Fisheries Broadcast,

Dave Summers operates the cafe in the CBC

Gerry Rogers

also pretty trusting with his business and

particular. Many of them have

ZuZu Luxe’s mascara curls, lengthens
and adds lush volume to lashes without
smudging, clumping, or flaking.

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254

cookie too ... actually, I deserve a cookie). He’s

/ THE OVERCAST /

709-729-6921 ○ dalekirby@gov.nl.ca
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The Overcast’s
Temporary Burger
Challenge Final
Summary

WINNER

Chinched Bistro’s
Sausage slider &
sticky coconut
rice tots

Last month, The Overcast
engaged 10 local restaurants to
create temporarily available
burgers for the city to feast on,
then weigh in on.

PHOTO: TIM CORBETT

2 Food Writers; 10 Burgers;
6 Gluttonous Days.

flavours in the very small smear of homemade

knows how to wrestle with bro-meat concepts,

If you like seal, the favours worked well. The

blueberry-chipotle ketchup. “For 19$ I shouldn’t

I never doubted them on this one. But, please

biscuit bun was fluffy and delicious. The chef

feel like I could make it at home.” Verdict: Great

stop killing your delicious fries with too much

also made some battered seal “fritters” on the

meat asking for a bit more accompaniment.

salt. Verdict: Runner up!

side with a lovely texture closer to pulled pork
which, I believe, were how some of the later

CHINCHED

MAGNUM STEINS

burgers were made. Verdict: Cutting edge

Ginger-garlic loose sausage slider with

Touton buns, thick-cut molasses bacon,

use of tradition, but clearly not for asshole
washed-up, racist sportscasters.

kimchi and pork belly

beets, and screech aoli

They also equipped two writers – Michael

This was incredible. The sweetness of the

Nice conceptual play on the Sunday Supper by

Hannaford & Emily Deming – with $550 to

hoisin mayo and saltiness of the kimchi were

including cabbage, beet, and saltmeat bacon.

RELISH

go try all the burgers and tell us what they

well-balanced. It was the perfect size: bigger

Happily, they left off the traditional dry as

The Texas Twist: pancetta, avocado, 40

thought. Mikey “can’t find the grocery store”

than a typical slider, smaller than a burger,

dust dressing. This may have won our hearts

creek BBQ sauce, onion frites and harvarti

Hannaford has been living off restaurant

and intensely flavourful. At $11, it leaves you

completely if the touton bun was less salty.

With sauces squirting everywhere, this ain’t

fare for years as intensive training for this

with cash enough to try one of their “best

With bacon already in there, the bun’s great

a date burger. It had good texture with the

assignment. Emily “why say no?” Deming said

in town” infused booze cocktails – and we’d

texture should have been the standout. Verdict:

smooth avocado and crunchy onion frites

“yes” to the Burger Challenge because she

suggest the jalapeño-cilantro margarita. Their

Impressive cohesion and concept. Leave room

but the bbq sauce almost drowned the rest

believes in sacrifice (of her health) and working

bun contained the burger just enough to be a

for necessary thirst quenching beer.

and was overly sweet. Verdict: Face and eyes

hard (at eating). By day six, they were heaps of

“cute date” mess. The side of coconut sticky

meat sweat yelling over each other at The Ship.

rice ‘tater tots’ are too classy for their name.

MALLARD COTTAGE

Verdict: Winner.

Southern-fried seal flipper on a buttermilk
biscuit with jalapeño cream cheese

BACALAO
Moose burger with

THE CLUB

Unless you already love this rich, fishy meat,

blueberry-chipotle ketchup

Lamb burger stuffed with feta, cranberry-

a large seal patty is an overwhelming use of

Excellent moose meat. Whoever shot this

mint relish, and rosemary aoli

a stridently flavourful protein. Having not had

moose knew how to sweet talk it first. The

Hot gooey yum! Loved the sweet bun with juicy

seal before, we had trouble with the size and

moose was great, but Mike felt the rest was

lamb and just the right amount of feta. This is

soft texture especially since the texture was

uninspired. Hard to detect the advertised

a serious heavy-lifting style burger: The Club

accentuated by the jalapeño cream cheese.

People's
Choice
Winner
Magnum
& Stein's
Screech
Burger
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burger. Requires gym membership and a
whore’s bath halfway through. Excellent gluten
free buns and coleslaw.
RUMPLESTILTSKINS
Bruscetta-parmesan charbroiled
burger on a sourdough bun
Great charbroiled handmade patty. If you
can’t serve your burgers rare (cough, Canada)
this heavy grilling is the way. Bruschettaparmesan topping was delicious and right.
There were structural integrity issues due
to an overly soft bun. If you have to struggle
to hold it together, then you’re in a fight. You
don't want to fight the burger; you want to
love the burger. Verdict: Burger win/bun fail.
THE SHIP
1892 Fire Burger: spicy tomato-pepper jam
and 1892 battered jalapeños and onions
The burger was classic. Less “out-there” than
many on the list, but the addition of fried
jalapeños was excellent. Verdict: Not out to
impress but would never disappoint. Always
recommended and 1892 Fire Burger wins

What Was Your Favourite Burger
in the Challenge and Why?
“I vote for The Sprout! I'm not a vegetarian,
but this burger made me realize just how
delicious vegetarian food is. Everyone
should expand their taste buds and try this
thing out!” – BRRRGRRR
“Mallard Cottage! My first feed of seal, and
the thoughtful pairing of beets, jalapenos,
mustard, and soft cheese made this one of
the most delicious burgers I've ever had.
Mallard Cottage is what Newfoundland is all
about!” – JAMIE DART
“For a pub burger, one could not ask for
anything better than The Ship’s offering.
The burger was a beauty, but let’s not
overlook what I thought was one of the
very best things in the whole competition:
that tasty, kick-ass coleslaw! Keep it on the
menu, my friends.” – P.Y.

“I loves all things BURGUHHHH and tha ones
you finds over dere on hill o'chips takes tha
cake!” – PATTY MAYONAISE
“The Sprout and Chinched are two
opposite ends on a spectrum of infinite
satisfaction and yumminess. Theses burgers
could not be more different. But both rose
above the field of burgers on warm savoury
angels wings of belly-fill.” – EMILY
“We did the Magnum & Steins burger as
a date. A first date. It had been a longtime
since I prematurely ejaculated in my pants
on a date, and this was the very first time
I did so on account of food. KEEP THIS ON
YOUR MENU.” P.E.
“My party of 5 all had the burger at Magnum
and Steins Saturday eve. We all LOVED it!
YUMMY! #1 in our books.” – MARK HAYWARD

best name.
THE SPROUT
Cashew, apple, and smoked cheddar
burger on molasses bun
Flavourful, saucy, hot and steamy burger that

“Whoever thinks seal is gross should put
this Mallard offering right in their mouth
and shut up! Holy smokes, Todd Perrin, you
NAILED it.” – DANIELLE XO

is six kinds of right. Great gluten free buns

“Just had The Club's lamb burger - what an
amazing collage of tastes: juicy lamb, tints
of mint, cranberry, rosemary, and feta! Very
filling but worth every bite! I would love to
eat it again and again. Five stars out of five!”

and worked well with the side salad. Verdict:

– MICHAEL

was just a bit too soft for the bun (you could
eat it with a spoon). This was comforting
food that made you want to live. This burger

Beautiful plate! Also runner up!
TAVOLA
Herb & spice lamb burger on ciabatta bun,
topped with kalamata tapenade and chevre
Tavola served up a tasty/tasteful burger.
Nice structure, fresh Mediterranean
themed sauces, perfect house-made root

“Been to a couple spots, but my search ends
at Magnum & Steins. Beets and bacon are
meant to be!” – TIN TIN
“Tried the Magnum and Steins' Screech
Burger tonight. Loves it! Whoever decided to
use toutons for a burger bun can make me
supper any day!” – CHRIS

vegetable chips on the side. But there was no
background music playing. Only silence and
chewing. Verdict: Recommended
working lunch to-go.
IN CONCLUSION

“Tavola’s Overcast Burger: A generous
portion size. My only criticism could be
that it’s a bit too salty, otherwise delivered
a flood of taste without over powering the
lamb patty. Was great!” – LA VALLEE

“The Sprout’s burger will sprout your
interest in non-meat meals. Seriously. I’m a
hardcore carnivore, but this restaurant, and
its burger, pack more flavour than any other.
And it’s so weird to pig out and then NOT
feel all gross and full of fat and cholesterol.”
– MARIANNE

“I absolutely loved the burger option at
Chinched! It was slider-size (but still quite
filling), had high quality and well-paired
ingredients and the side dish was just as
delicious (the idea of a coconut sticky-rice
"tater-tots" with a pineapple sweet and sour
sauce is genius!). Tasted amazing with the
jalapeno margarita they suggested.”
– LOCAL RESTAURANT LOVER

“The Seal Burger at Mallard Cottage is
to die for! Not only is it delicious but it is a
ballsy move by the chef to make a burger so
out there! Props on preparing a burger that
is one for the ages!” – BEN SPECKTOR
“Bacalao, Bacalao, Bacalao. Most
thoughtful creation, I thought, and the
tastiest too.” – SUE

“Tried the slider at Chinched Bistro Tues
night with friends. Very delicious and loved
the sticky rice tater tots on the side. Tim
the friendly bartender helped make the
evening even better. By the way, his cilantro
Margarita is delicious!” – JEAN
“To hell with the burgers! The coconut
riceball thingies at Chinched are the best
thing I have ever put in my mouth, and I
would bathe in the pineapple dipping sauce
they came with. PLEASE: Keep them on the
bar menu.” – GETTIN’ STICKY WIT IT
“Love the Tavola lamb burger. It's huge,
juicy and delicious.” – RANDY
“Magnum and Steins' burger was
awesome! Thick cut bacon and beets are a
surprising flavour explosion, loved it!”
– MUSTARD BANDIT

“The Club's lamb burger is delicious! The
cranberry mint relish adds a sweet undertone,
while the feta in the lamb is a wonderful
surprise with each bite. The pretzel bun was
crispy and toasted to perfection. I definitely
recommend this burger! Hope to see it stay on
as a menu item!” – JC
“Had the lamb burger at The Club this eve.
The burger was good, sure, (it's The Club,
of course the burger was stellar) but that
sauce on it - holy shit it's phenomenal.
Like, ‘please give me a jar so I can try it on
everything, even ice cream' sort of good.
And the bun, so tasty. Thoroughly enjoyed
every bite. And The Club gets a vote for
best fries in town, too.” – TOBIAS
“Screw all these fancy-ass spots: the
burger at Relish is what a burger is meant
to be – a big, tasty, messy meal.” - DUNCAN
“The lamb burger at The Club was
outstanding. The lamb was cooked
perfectly, medium-well and juicy, and the
aioli had a nice bite. The cranberry mint
relish was a creative addition, and it pulled
all the components together brilliantly.
All in all, an excellent burger that I would
highly recommend.” – DON BARNES

Chinched, The Club, and The Sprout all the
way. We couldn’t shut up about them. We’re
not running for office here by picking meat and
veg, either. They were both something else
and totally different animals, mind the pun.

The People’s Pick: Chinched and Magnum & Steins received the most public poll votes.
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Hip Hop in
Newfoundland?
Adam Harding
Traces the Hip Hop
History of Our
Island

their latest EP covered

“WE'D RAP
BATTLE IN CLASS
VIA NOTE PASSING.”

by Vice's music imprint,

James & Matt

Noisey.

Music

CHESSCLUB

“Chessclub owes its existence
to the [Common] album, One Day It'll All
Make Sense. Matt and I were in class together,
and it was basically a show and tell day,
because high school adequately prepares you
for real life” comments Piercey, with playful
cynicism. “I brought that record in, which I
was constantly listening to at the time. If you

It isn't shocking to
hear Biggie playing as
pre-drink music before
scurrying downtown with
your entourage, and one
wouldn't find it surprising
to see the sweaty drummer
of a punk band having a
post-gig cigarette outside
CBTGs, sporting a rumstained Wu-Tang patch
on a denim vest.

were into hip-hop, never worshipped Tupac,
and were actually delving into the genre,
you were really an outsider. My classmates
thought I was ridiculous, besides Matt. That's

big following here,” John implies “Halifax had

hand, gets his influence from the grungy

how we became friends, and then discovered

an appreciation for that style of rap, and has

ghettos of Memphis. “I'm influenced by Lord

we were both writing our own raps. We'd rap

more hip-hop heads than casual fans, that

Infamous, DJ Paul and and Tommy Wright,”

battle in class via note passing.”

might have something to do with it.”

says Dopepiece. “A lot of old technology and

Chessclub have been at the forefront of

More recently, frontman of Hear/Say, Adam

consoles, and Mike'L (their beatsmith) samples

local hip-hop since their inception, but it all

Martin, formerly of backpacker rap duo The

vinyl to make our beats.”. On the less sinister

stemmed from a trio a decade ago called

Filthy Gentlemen, has warmed up some

side of things, there's MC Snax. An impressive

709 Prophets.709 Prophets were pinnacle

unexpected ears to the art of emceeing with

scratch DJ, whose repertoire consists of eating

in showcasing hip-hop to St. John's youth,

his percussive cadence, and accessible but

nuggets, wrestling, and ninjas.

but they weren't the first. Johnny Hardcore

progressive instrumentation backing him.

garnered a cult following, albeit, mostly out

But, there are some hidden gems in the city

Promoters here on the island usually make

of province, for his self titled EP back in 2002.

who embody a more grassroots homage to

an effort to have these artists on as openers,

He was also featured alongside Classified on

the origin of hip-hop.

on the rare occasion a big rap show happens.

music inspires us. I watch old VHS, play old

Regardless, it still seems difficult for locals

Point being, there isn't any shortage of

East Coast Warrior, in which local recognition

hip-hop around, but when it comes to

was underwhelming compared to the rest of

Living Room are former duo Antics, with

to be taken seriously, despite how good their

local hip-hop, there's no denying that our

Atlantic Canada.

G-Smooth and Moyst, whose imaginative

credentials look on paper. They write their own

darkness parallels that of deceased local

music, make their own beats, and record it

rappers are sometimes swept under the
rug. This is interesting, because rappers and

John hasn't performed in years, and Lee

rapper Jokez. You can tell they listen to

themselves in DIY fashion. They know they're

Newfoundlanders have one thing in common:

Fitz and Radar, friends of John's and both

Kendrick, but sometimes they sound like

working in an underdog genre, but regardless

they represent where they're from.

respected rappers in their own right, also

Atmosphere. Above all else though, they're a

of performing to 20 or 200 people in a crowd,

rarely perform anymore. But John isn't

charismatic posse that ricochet rhymes back

they're still doing it, and enjoying themselves

Chessclub, a St. John's group via Toronto,

oblivious about why his recognition wasn't

and fourth effortlessly, over cloudy beats that

along the way. And things are changing: the

consisting of James Piercey, Matthew

locally focused. “My style of rap is early 90s

somehow derive from both the harshness of

crowds are growing. So keep an eye out for

Murphy, Andrew Lahey, and Adrian Gangon,

New York B-Boyism, so besides the time

New York rap, and the melodies of LA rap.

listings, keep your mind open, and listen in.

have opened for names like Shad, and had

gap, I also represent an era that never had a

Dopepiece, founder of Te$laz on the other

You'll probably be pleasantly surprised.

haircuts for
ladies & gents
194 Duckworth Street
763-9958

An easy way to get your
events listed with
The Overcast
Add “EventListings Bot TheOvercast” as
a friend on Facebook. Invite him to your
events, and we’ll automatically list your
events in our online event listings. BAM!
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Bleu is the brainchild of
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Sherman and Matthew’s Winter
Adventure: Two Folk Performers Set
Out to Play Newfoundland in a New Way

Out of the
Bedroom and
onto the Stage:
Bleu’s Big Debut
Set for March 6th
at The Ship
BY CHAD PELLEY
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BY RYAN BELBIN

station wagon load of instruments with them,
including an old organ, an electric guitar,

There’s an established tradition
of the folk singer, travelling
from town to town with a guitar,
opportunity to get people sweating and

playing songs, telling stories,

dancing, which happens a lot less often in

and staying with the locals.

my bedroom.”

and a bouzouki, the evening will be primarily
stripped-down performances. That means
that the bigger, rollicking arrangements
Downey has built will be presented in a
different light for audiences. “People might
be interested to find that that’s how they’re
written initially—those songs are written on
one acoustic guitar in the basement,” he said.

Circuits exist all across Canada, but it’s only now

Marcus McLaughlin, and his

For DIY bedroom recordings, the sound is

that two of the biggest up-and-coming names

Meanwhile, Downey has not neglected his

latest album, Colours II, is

commendable and a cut above most local

in local folk/trad music have loaded a restored

albums made at home. McLaughlin’s

work with the Ambiguous Case. The band just

Volvo with instruments and set out to do the

friends Ryan Pretty, Adam Ravalia, and

spent two nights recording a full performance

same here, during the coldest time of the year.

at Swirsky’s, a cozy theatre in Corner Brook,

quite unlike any other local
release of late.
The album boasts a hazy, laid-back,

Zakk Sullivan fill out the band. “I've lived

complete with a sound, video production, and

with Adam and Zakk for the past two

The Winter Island Tour, spearheaded by

years, so we're basically common law.”

Sherman Downey and Matthew Byrne, sets

melancholic indiepop sound, that has

lighting crew.

a new tone. Downey released his second

something in common with M Ward’s – or

Ryan was recruited for his guitar skills.

He also has started a tradition of writing

recording 2013 with his band, the Ambiguous

She & Him’s – old-timey tunes, or, local

“I've always known Ryan was a great

a song for each album with the title of his

Case, while Byrne, in addition to singing

group Slick Nixon’s subdued rock sound.

guitarist, so we invited him to jam with

previous album (“Honey for Bees” is a standout

and playing in the Dardanelles, released his

us and it worked out really well.”

track on The Sun in Your Eyes). So how far

second solo album last summer. The two of

along is the song “The Sun in Your Eyes?” “You

them will share the stage in intimate venues

know what, I have started it! Hopefully it’ll be

“It doesn't take much to influence me a
certain way,” Marcus says, “I listen to a

Despite some tweaking in the song

throughout March, lending something unique

lot of different types of music, but I find

arrangements to fit a live setting, the

ready for the ECMAs, but I don’t like to put

to each other’s repertoire. “We’re playing the

the most influential albums are those

songs haven’t been transformed much by

those kind of constraints on myself.”

whole show together,” Downey explained.

that tend to be a little experimental, in

the process of filtering them through a

“I’m going to give a nice traditional a cappella

terms of recording. I also listen to all the

new band. “Zakk kills it on the drums,” he

He says he hopes this type of tour becomes

tune a go… and Matthew is bringing what

things you'd probably expect from me.

says, “so maybe there will be some more

an annual thing, “whether myself or Matthew

he has to the table. There’s one song, ‘The

Bands like Of Montreal and Deerhunter

energy. Not quite moshing, but hopefully

are involved or not. Hopefully Winter Island

Calling’ [from Downey’s The Sun in Your Eyes]

have stuck with me for awhile.”

some people will maybe do the twist or

Tour becomes a circuit that musicians can

where Matthew is going to be doing a reel in

something.”

come and play—it’ll be a great offering during

the middle of it, because it works!”

March, during that lull.”

project, but as of this month’s stage

Don’t miss the Bleu’s big debut: March

The two of them discussed the idea at the

debut, he’s taking his songs out of the

6th at The Ship. They’ll be playing

The Winter Island Tour concludes, fittingly,

MusicNL conference in Downey’s musical

bedroom’n’Bandcamp sphere most home

alongside three of the hottest new bands

on the first day of spring at the Rocket Room,

backyard, Corner Brook, last October.

recorders dwell in.

in town, Slick Nixon, Maans, Jonny & the

in St. John’s. For dates, tickets, and more

“We’ve played house concerts before, where

Cowabungas.

information, visit winterislandtour.com.

you’re really up close and personal with

Bleu started out as a bedroom recording

“I've always been more drawn to bands

the audience, and you get to talk about the

rather than the singer-songwriter type

“This way,” Marcus jokes, “even if we're

songs, and you learn that people appreciate

thing,” he says. “I mean, technically

terrible people can just forget and then in

it. It’s not like a bar or a festival, where

Bleu is a solo project, but I don't really

a couple months say, ‘Wow, remember

you have to get out and play the music and

want it to sound like one. There's a

that cool show with Slick Nixon, Maans,

you don’t get to interact too much with the

certain power that comes from having a

and Jonny & the Cowabungas, and

audience,” Downey said. That interaction

band backing you up that's not so easy

definitely no one else?" But yeah, it

includes staying with local host families and

to get on your own. There's also the

should be a good time.

accepting the odd after-hours song request.
Although the performers will be bringing a
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Who Were The
Beer Patrice?
Lukas Wall on the End
of the Band and What’s
Next for Nathan Day
Local party punk rockers The Beer Patrice
played their final show last month, but life
goes on for front man Harris O’Scumwater,
better known as Nathan Day. Even without
the red jumpsuit.
At their last performance, the
band announced that guitarist Dr.
VonRompenstien was leaving the province,
and that the band would not be performing

Local party punk
rockers The Beer
Patrice played their
final show last
month.

without him. As Day explains, “life calls.”

group in to one of the city’s

He is accepting of the band’s end however,

must see acts. “We don’t

among musicians in the city.

and is ready to branch out with some other

know when the change

musical projects, both as a musician and

happened,” Day says, “but I

as a producer with his YAR Records label.

think all the time before that

“I think everyone else is sadder than I am,”

was just being really comfortable

laughs Day. “I’m never going to be any

with the people you’re with on stage,

Newfoundland just kills it because of the

better at [performing with the Beer Patrice]

because I don’t know if I could do that with

scene here. It’s like a pressure cooker of

than I was at the peak of it … I’m really

anyone else … you’re just building off each

wicked tunes,” he says.

satisfied with how it ended.”

others’ enthusiasm, you’ve got to really

“I’ve been on tour through
every province and pound
for pound, any band that I
could pick out in an equivalent

genre of anyone I’ve seen on tour,

have no little voice in your head when

The Beer Patrice may have taken their last

Beginning eight years ago as a side project

you’re doing that, you’ve got to just believe

trip down the Harbourside Waterslide,

for a group of friends who had all played

entirely.”

but that certainly doesn’t spell the end of

together previously in other bands, The

Day’s musical endeavors. Day is a bright,

Beer Patrice started out as a bit of a joke.

Day credits the supportive and close-knit

forward-thinking mind in the city’s music

According to Day, the goal was to just have

group of musicians and music fans in the

scene, playing with local groups Temples

a great time playing music for themselves

city for making The Beer Patrice popular

and Allie Duff and the Happy Campers, as

and to write some wild and offensive tunes.

and he believes that the scene of talented

well as producing records for other acts on

As word about the group’s rowdy tunes and

bands and artists in St. John’s is far beyond

YAR Records, like Mooch and Branch Ricky.

performances spread, what started as a joke

that of other Canadian cities because of the

Look out for future YAR releases for more

became a little more serious, making the

isolation and close sense of community

of Day’s work.

Ten Fun Facts about The RPM Challenge

BY ALYSON SAMSON

In case you have never heard of RPM, it stands for Record Production Month, it’s a challenge created to
stimulate and motivate creation. You must write and record an original album consisting of either 10 songs

02

or 35 minutes of music. A special thanks to Elling Lien for contributing a few great facts he had stashed away!

10

08

The RPM Challenge began in 2006
in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. It
was adopted and heavily utilized in
Newfoundland since 2008.

09

Grant King & Amy Joy’s
project as Other People once
wrote a song about Leo
Crockwell. His former lawyer
got in touch to ask them
about the song and they didn't
know why … and genuinely
believed they were in trouble.
But in fact he wanted a copy
of it so he could play it for Leo
in prison! The song was
Infra-Red Spotlight.

Last year,
the 2014
Newfoundland
& Labrador listening party
was broadcasted live for
12 hours, on the
internet, from
Fixed Coffee
& Baking.

07

A 2012
RPM album
by Geoff
Bartlett,
titled Four on the Floor,
included backing vocals
by the music class he
was teaching on the
tracks "Don't Hesitate"
and "The Roam."

06

05

A brief history
of local album
submissions
rates:
2008: 22
2009: 70

04

2010: 86

NLRPM was founded in
2014 and now coordinates
the RPM Challenge in
Newfoundland & Labrador
as a festival. (Elling Lien is
the organization’s director.)

Here is a selection of words
that appeared in at least two
RPM album titles in 2014:
Dream, Light, Live, Sessions,
Out, and You.

If you’ve heard Steve
Maloney’s latest album, some
of those songs had a former
life on his first RPM Group
Work. While recording the
song “Morning Break,” his
neighbour slammed his car
door. It's at the beginning of
Morning Break. Steve said he
“Loves those little blemishes.”

01

More than 690 RPM albums
have been produced in
Newfoundland since 2008.
SIX HUNDRED AND NINETY
ALBUMS. Imagine! If you
sold every one of those for a
dollar you could pay rent for
two months (not my rent of
course...downtown
is expensive.)

2011: 103
2012: 139
2013: 145

2014: 125

03

The official rpmchallenge.org
website lists its home state
address, and the only other
entry address is Newfoundland
due to our high volume of
participation in the challenge.

Send us links to your RPM Albums,
so we can talk about them, and play
some of your songs on Overcast
Radio!
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Singled Out
Some New Songs from
Upalong Bands Going into
Heavy Rotation on Overcast
Radio in March
Every month we throw a dozen tracks from
bands from away, and half a dozen local tracks,
in Heavy Rotation. This month’s Upalong dozen
are the five songs below, plus new songs from
Hayden, Moonking, Michael Feuerstack, Modest
Mouse, Florence + the Machine, Hot Chip, Will
Butler, and Matthew E. White
“Wasted Genius” by Siskiyou
In 2010, Colin Hubert left The Great Lake
Swimmers to form this band, and despite
that media-friendly story, Siskiyou have gone
relatively unnoticed until now. Their 2015
offering, Nervous, combines originality and
accessibility too well not to be one of the cool
kid favourites of winter 2015.
“Pedestrian at Best” by Courtney Barnett
Catchy Australian singer-songwriter Courtney
Barnett gained much traction internationally
with 2 or 3 older EPs, but her forthcoming LP
debut hits shelves on March 23rd, and if the
mile-a-minute, vocally driven song “Pedestrian
at Best” is any indication, her new album is
bound to be blared from speakers worldwide.
“Learning to Relax ” by Dan Deacon
For a decade now, Dan Deacon’s been taking
Indie-electronica to new heights. Always at the
forefront of a sound bigger now than it was
back then, it’s no surprise he’s the reigning
champ of intoxicating indie dance music.
“Bassem Sabry” by Of Montreal
These catchy-funky-flashy-in-your-face
experimental rockers still have the same
spunk and untouchably distinct sound that
made them what they were from their
1997 start: indie rock pioneers with a great,
unpredictable sound.
“Let Me Lose” by Jake Xexes Fussell
Fussell is a fine purveyor of raw and simple
acoustic blues filtered through alt-country
sensibilities. It’s nothing new, but so bang on it
needn’t knock any walls down.

Spin This.
LOCAL RECORD REVIEWS

Wonderful Strange

MAANS

Katie’s sophomore solo album

There was a time when

is a true folk album of acoustic

pounding drums and gang-

and vocally driven music,

chanting around a fire are

whose lyrics ponder the world

what brought us together

and her/our place in it. This

and made us feel like living,

stripped down folk sound is

breathing, wild hu-maans.

exactly where Baggs should

Maans new self-titled album

dwell, because her quiet,

taps into that primal part of

controlled songs do not get in

its listener, and proof of such

the way of her arresting voice,

hyperbole lays in the fact

nor the stories the songs tell –

that Maans are the first live

both of which are vital components for her music. Compared to her

band of the decade to regularly have people crowd surfing at The

last album, there is a pronounced move towards haunting, perfectly

Ship. While Micah Brown’s sound calls to mind seminal Canadian

fitting flourishes in the background of the songs, like the wind

rockers like Japandroids, there’s nothing derivative in the sound

chimes and aching viola work on the stand-out track “Silver Thaw.”

– it’s genuine and exploding with something so raw and true that

You can barely hear these backdrops; instead you feel them – and

it clearly doesn’t come from emulation, but a channeling of time

the best of albums, like this one, are felt by their listeners as much

and place: see “To Live or Die in Rabbittown” for an overdue local

as they’re heard. An exception to the album’s quietude is track 2,

anthem. A handful of traits can be singled out to explain the band’s

“Book of Forms,” with its full band chorus that forces Baggs to sing

new City Favourite status. Like Courtney Barnett or The Burning

like a rocker. This adds a nice tempo-varying moment to the album’s

Hell, Brown’s vocals tend towards mile-a-minute delivery which

8 tracks, and in that regard, Katie shouldn’t be afraid to run with

keeps the listener jolted and engaged. The music itself is altogether

these kinds of impulses that lie slightly out of her comfort range. It’s

catchy, with all the right flourishes in lead guitar that often mirror

how we grow as artists, to have the courage to release work that

the vocal’s cadence and delivery, amping up every song’s sing-along

feels, in her own words, “strange” to the artist. Not that Baggs ought

status. Micah’s music also employs the “get out before it gets old”

to push herself, forcefully, in any new direction. All

formula – only 2 of 8 songs are more than 3 minutes long. And they

she’s done here is perfect her own sound, and
what more can an artist strive for? Songs
like “Fall Away,” “Always a War,” and “Silver

Check out
theovercast.ca

Thaw” are everything a modern folk song
should be: gentle but powerful, with empty
track spaces building an atmosphere as
strong as any further instrumentation could

Tune into Overcast Radio at theovercast.ca

Self-Titled

KATIE BAGGS

have mustered anyway.

ON THE RECORD
PLAYLIST THIS
FIRST LISTEN
3 ON 1

don’t need to be. There’s also an imperfectness in the recording of
the songs that adds a beneficial grit, well-suited to the sound.
While it’s a consistently good album, there are some songs
outshining others, namely the anthemic “Drink and Scrape”
(which was featured in Heavy Rotation all February long on
Overcast Radio), the unpredictable rocker “Pizza Pie,” and the
surf-tinged “Future World,” with its perfect use of gang vocals.
REVIEWS BY CHAD PELLEY
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CONGRATS
TO THE SHIP
on their recent
ECMA Nomination
for Best Music
Venue

The Man Behind
the Music Scene:

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

Tony
Murray
BY ERIN POWER

Music in this province is ablaze

and for local venues like The Ship Pub and The

kid watching all the shows and soaking it all

his allegiance is as much to the venue as it is

Rock House. Murray has dedicated himself to

up. Some of it I really found interesting and

to the musician. “When you have a venue like

supporting local talent at all stages of their

other parts I found really disturbing. I thought

The Ship or The Rock House, these venues

musical careers. “Music is a pipeline,” says

maybe I could provide good entertainment

are expensive to run and so they pay me

with energy and talent. From

Murray. “It keeps going and going and so local

and take care of the artist too. Maybe I could

to try to get a crowd into the room. I have

start-up bands making their

venues are very important. Without The Ship

be in an honest partnership where everybody

a responsibility to the owners and to the

and The Rock House and other great venues,

wins and that kind of stuck in my head.”

bartender so I try to program smart.”

name on the stage at The

where would bands like The Once and Hey

Ship Pub or The Rock House,

Rosetta! be? I think the proof of all of our hard

This attitude is evident in the relationships

Tony has won many awards and has

to Newfoundland musicians

work on the ground is how well these bands

he has built with artists over the years.

produced numerous award shows, but it is

are doing.”

“The respect that I have built with local

working with the artists that gives him the

musicians is based on honesty and wanting

most satisfaction. According to Murray, “It’s

them to do well. Their success has enabled

the day to day grass roots work, being in

me the success that I’ve had.” For him, each

the trenches with all the guys and girls who

show, whether big or small, is extremely

are making great music; that is where I love

important. “A little session at four on

to be. The bands … they give me life. They

Sunday at the Ship is as important as the

give me energy and I can’t wait to see what’s

Junos,” he states. “The band of 21 year old

going to happen next.” If you want to see

kids playing here on a Friday night, that’s

what’s going to happen next and

their Junos and you have to make sure that

check out some great

they are treated with respect because that

local music, drop down

show is a big deal to them.”

to The Ship or The Rock

playing on the national and
international stage, it is safe
to say that the local music
scene is thriving.

Murray began his foray into the world of music
in the 1980s when acts like Tina Turner, Cory
Hart, and Supertramp were rolling into town
to play shows at the old Memorial Stadium.
Murray, working for a catering company,

Yet a vital component of this scene often goes

filled the riders for the touring bands and got

unrecognized: those who work tirelessly to

a taste of life behind the scenes. Tony had

grow and promote the local industry.

many friends who played in bands and was a
regular fixture at many local gigs but, as he

With over twenty years in the music industry,

got further into the scene, he found himself

Tony Murray is a foundational figure in this

troubled by some of the business practices of

province, producing shows for CBC television,

those presenting and producing the shows.

While Tony is always willing to promote new

for the ECMA, MusicNL and NLAC Awards,

Murray shares, “It was the eighties, I was a

bands and new music, he understands that

House and see what
Tony has in store.
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VILLAGE PEOPLE A Status Report
on St. John’s “Other Mall”

BY LAUREN POWER

and fresh turkey is still their thing, and the
poutine gets good reviews. However, the
fry game is strong at the Village. Two spots
down, local sandwich franchise Buck Weaver’s
is repping Ziggy Peelgood’s famous fries.

People like you. People like me.

Goodlife Fitness, which was one of the first

People like them, over there.

Goodlifes in the city, had the benefit of taking

Who is still shopping at The Village
since the fountain dried up?

over the floorspace of the former Winner’s.
This has given them an impressive capacity,
with more floor space for weight training than
any other spot in the city.

The Village is the overlooked Lady Edith to the
Avalon’s vivacious-yet-practical Lady Mary.

However, the value of any true mall can be

If the Avalon Mall is “The Sixth Sense,” then

measured not by its people, but by its food court.

The Village is, well, “The Village”. In short, it
remains St. John’s “other” mall.

Pet City is one of the secret successes of
the Village Mall. For 28 years (seven of them
at their current location), friendly-as-heck
husband-and-wife team Mike and Alice

/ THE OVERCAST /
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Readmore Bookstore, and Dollarama was
Woolco, and Sears is a wall. Department
stores are the dinosaurs in the environment:
too big to adapt. Those with longer memories
than most can remember the days of the
Country Kitchen inside Sears. The department
store restaurant, like the Captain’s Table at
the Bowring Building and the Red Skillet at
Zeller’s, is long gone.
Malls and (specifically) department stores
have been a declining trend for the past
15 years or more. Big box stores make
it incredibly appealing for retailers and
shoppers, with ample parking and more stopand-go style shopping.

Billard have kept the hamster bedding fresh
and the aquarium’s bubbling. The locally
owned shop is still doing steady business,
catering to seasoned pet owners, as well
as kids, who still routinely take gerbils and
Bettas home to uncertain fates.

the shopping centre. Across the way, home

Still, traffic is up. The food court is buzzing.
It’s been a year since the shopping centre
reopened after a flood severely damaged the
building’s electrical system, and it doesn’t
seem any worse for wear. You never know

a decent Chicken Guy Ding, or any of the usual

furnishing retailer Wicker Emporium has

who you’ll meet at the Village now.

Chinese-Canadian suspects.

closed, reopened, and closed again. “Nothing’s

At the Village, the throwback formicaand-wood tables, with attached seats, are

Payless, Urban Planet, Stokes, and most of

soothing to any child of the ‘70s or ‘80s. Silver

the Avalon’s tenants have doppelgängers at

Bowl remains similarly untouched by the

the Village, with the occasional outlier and

sands of time. The little kitchen still dishes out

oddball franchise (Rossy, 241 Pizza, Labels).
They have the same stock, more or less, and

In their nearly 30 year history, the Billards
have seen many retailers come and go at

permanent… except that lotto booth,” says Mike.

it’s way less busy.
Local favourite, the Hot Shoppe, has had a
While most franchises are achingly similar,

minor facelift, though they’ve kept the pink

The current location of Pet City was once a

there are subtle differences. For example,

glow of their formerly neon sign. Home fries

Radio Shack. Around the corner, Coles was

EASTLINK EAST COAST
MUSIC WEEK 2015

The Village Shopping
Centre is located at
430 Topsail Road.

EAST COAST MUSIC
AWARDS GALA
Thursday, April 9, 2015
Jack Byrne Arena in Torbay, NL
Hosted by Jonny Harris

IS COMING TO (THE) ROCK!

TICKETS ON SALE AT ECMA.COM
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Winter is for Cookin’ Broken Books’
Handsell on Three New Cookbooks

UP IN CANADA
A RECOMMENDED READ
FROM UPALONG

Michael Christie’s
Much Anticipated
Sophomore Effort,
If I Fall, If I Die

BY MATTHEW HOWSE

Michael Christie is a sponsored
outside. He has lived the majority of his life
inside with his mother, Diane, “a fiercely
loving yet wildly eccentric agoraphobe.”
For those of you without a thesaurus
handy, an agoraphobe is a person with

Michael Christie is a
sponsored skateboarder
turned insightful author.

a crippling fear of leaving their house;
it’s a fairly common anxiety disorder, as
far as they go. The day Will suits up in
a helmet and protective gear to go out

skateboarder turned insightful
author.

In fact, if you went for a meal at Husk a lot
of the food on your plate would have been
on the brink of extinction ten years ago. The
recipes in this one are great, but it’s Brock’s
philosophy on food that is truly inspiring.

When we started Broken Books, we knew we
would have to think really hard about what

THE OLD-FASHIONED

kind of product we brought in, because the

BY ROBERT SIMONSON

industry has changed drastically in the last

This is more of a drink book, but anyways…

10 years. One thing we discovered is that

the Old-Fashioned is one of the oldest and
simplest cocktails around. All you need to

His previous book was The Beggar’s

and see the world, he braces himself for

cookbooks have remained steady sellers

Garden, a Giller Prize and Writers’ Trust

the danger his mother’s disorder has

across North America because they don’t

make one is whiskey, bitters, sugar, and

Award nominee generally regarded as

taught him to fear. “What he finds instead

translate well into the world of e-readers.

ice, but the kinds of ingredients you mix up,

one of the best books of short fiction

will set him on an unexpected journey

Functionally, it’s nice to have that convenient

and the garnishes you top them off with, are

released this decade. He is back this

of discovery” which includes “the most

hands-free page to look at while you’re in

what really makes this drink. Simonson gives

year with a debut novel, If I Fall, If I Die,

reckless and exhilarating activity he's ever

the kitchen, but it’s the aesthetic beauty

us over 40 variations, some tips on how to

which bestselling author Phillip Meyer

seen: skateboarding.”Enter the twist or

of the cookbook—the way it’s bound, the

consistently make a solid Old-Fashioned, and

has lauded as “an astonishing piece

crisis in the novel: “When a local boy goes

photography—that keeps them moving off

some essays that discuss the history and

of work” for its combination of lyrical

missing, Will embarks on an extraordinary

shelves. The best ones can also be read like

politics surrounding this “King of Cocktails”

prose and true-to-life characters and

adventure that draws him far from the

an adventure story, inspiring us not only with

through the years.

portrayal of “what it means to grow up.”

confines of his mother's closed-off world

recipes but with ways to view the world and

The book’s main character is Will, a boy

and into the throes of early adulthood and

learn from , and by, what we eat. Here are a

SMOKE: NEW FIREWOOD COOKING

who can’t remember the last time he was

the criminal underbelly of small town life.”

few of our new favourites:

BY TIM BYRES
Using fire to prepare food is one of the most

HERITAGE BY SEAN BROCK

ancient things we, as humans, do. Remember

The executive chef at Husk Restaurant in

burying bananas and chocolate chips wrapped

The Overcast Fiction Podcast

Charleston, South Carolina, Sean Brock is a bit

in tinfoil at the edge of the blaze on Bonfire

of a rockstar in Southern food. In addition to

Night? Remember how good it tasted?

INSPIRED BY THE NEW YORKER
FICTION PODCAST

serving up ethically sourced, local ingredients

Imagine roasting a duck with all the fixins like

(which he often grows or forages himself),

that. Tim Byres takes us through the whole

Brock is also committed to preserving once

world of cooking outdoors, from a campfire

widely used heirloom crops that are in decline

breakfast to roasting a pig. There are a ton

thanks to the industrial food industry. He and

of hints about which kinds of wood will pair

his counterparts can often be found scouring

best with what you’re about to eat, as well

abandoned farms in search of strains of

as suggestions about how to set up your

apples or grains that they’ve only read about.

fire. Wood selection is important for both

Once a month a local author will choose, read,
and discuss a short story by another local author.
Episode 1: Lisa Moore on Matthew Lewis's "The Jawbone
Box" is now available at theovercast.ca.

flavour and temperature control,

None the Wiser

and this book will help you achieve

FOR FANS OF THIS
AMERICAN LIFE OR WIRETAP

on every trip to the cabin.

None the Wiser is a monthly podcast that explores
one topic per episode by speaking to locals about this
theme. Episode 1: "Intimacy" and episode 2 "Awkwardness"
are now available at theovercast.ca

consistent, restaurant-quality results

Broken Books is located
on Duckworth Street, under
Fixed Coffee and Baking.
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How to Wrangle an Angry Ostrich Creatures of the Rock Explores
the Challenges and Memories of a Newfoundland Veterinarian
BY KERRI CULL

My cat broke a canine
tooth last week. I’m not
sure how. When I was
picking at her little face
one evening I looked inside
her mouth and saw it.

A Veterinarian’s Adventures in Newfoundland

thing about the weather was how fast conditions

While his

by Andrew Peacock (How excellent is it that

could change. Driving near the ocean, the roads

hands-on

his name is Dr. Peacock?). Peacock’s book is

would be clear and a few miles inland everything

work involved

made up of anecdotes and memories from vet

could be covered in ice.”

animals, he

life in outport Newfoundland such as doing

said the ability

a Caesarean section on a cow in a blizzard,

If Peacock had practiced on the mainland, he

to connect to people

freeing a humpback whale from a trap, and

would have had a different experience. “I would

was just as pertinent to

castrating a boar.

never have had the opportunity to work with

his success. “Perhaps

wildlife and marine mammals. As well I wouldn’t

the biggest surprise

Peacock moved to Newfoundland from Guelph

have had the fabulous people to work with that I

for any vet starting into

when he got out of veterinary school and he

had. There certainly wouldn’t have been as many

work is how much the

Clean break. So we had to bring her to the

practiced here for over thirty years. With that

interesting stories for a book.” He relays one

job is about people. Veterinarians must know a

vet. Turns out her teeth are fine, and she’s just

big, bold move came many challenges. “The

particular story that didn’t make the book, and

lot about animals but if they can’t relate to the

aging and getting a little gnarly around the

most difficult part was moving in to a one

gives this piece of valuable advice.

animals’ owners they will never be successful.”

edges – like us all. The doctor worked for her

person practice,” Peacock says. “Almost all

money with that appointment. It was a blurry

of my classmates in vet school started work

“Treating ostriches was an interesting

He practiced for decades, found his home,

kitty war made up of hissing, howling, claws,

with a mentor. Being on call 24/7 was also a

adventure. These nine foot birds can be deadly

raised a family and pets of his own, and made

protective mitts and towels.

challenge.” Like many CFAs, understanding

when they slash out with their taloned feet

many connections. Creatures of the Rock is

Peacock turned out to be a successful vet.

some of his clients from small towns also

from as much as six feet away, but can be

a perfect read for any animal lover. It’s funny,

During that appointment I was thinking about

proved difficult at times, and of course, the

rendered completely docile if someone is brave

warm, educational, and honest. He’s currently

a recent book I read - Creatures of the Rock:

weather took some getting used to. “The difficult

enough to pull a sock over their head.”

working on his second book.

City of St. John’s
Call for Performers

robert mellin

sara tilley

The City of St. John’s is seeking expressions
of interest from musicians for the Music at
Harbourside Lunchtime Concert Series, and
new concert series to be introduced in City
Parks and at the Quidi Vidi Village Plantation.
Expressions of interest are also sought from
performers in various disciplines for other
City events including St. John’s Days and
Canada Day as well as Cruise Ship Dockside
Performances.
The deadline for receipt of expressions of
interest is Monday, March 30 at 4 p.m.
For more information go to
www.stjohns.ca > Living in St. John’s >
Arts and Culture
Call: (709) 576-8394
Email: performers@stjohns.ca

March 9

•

Pedlar Press Launch

7 – 9 pm • Spirit of Newfoundland • 6 Cathedral Street
— free. everyone welcome —
Publishing

GUTSY & GORGEOUS
literary works
pedlarpress.com
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THUR 12

Event Listings
post your
events!

For more comprehensive and up to date event listings visit our
website: theovercast.ca To submit events, post them yourself
on our website, or email listings@theovercast.ca

SUN 01

MUSIC
West Side Charlie’s Torbay Rd: YYT with special
guest Molten Bronze. 10:30pm
Cornerstone Ministries: NSYO Suncor Energy
Strings Program. 3pm
LITERARY
The Ship: Readings by WANL Emerging Writers
Mentorship Apprentices. 8pm

MON 02

MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic

TUES 03

MUSIC
The Levee: Battle of the Bands. Wired, J Frost,
Chess Peace. 10:30pm

WED 04

MUSIC
The Levee: Battle of the Bands. Unrefined Youth,
Beautiful Wrecks, Stone Soldiers. 10:30pm
The Ship: Folk Night. 9:00pm

THUR 05

FILM
Cineplex Theatres: MUN Cinema Series,
Deux jours, une nuit. 7pm
The Republic: Film Screening, Examination
of Conscience. 7pm
MUSIC
The Levee: Battle of the Bands. Dandy Lions, Carlyle,
The Contenders, Broken Strings. 10:30pm
The Ship: Jug Habit. 10:30pm
THEATRE
Arts & Culture Centre: The Why presented by
St John’s Players. 8pm
COMMUNITY
Quidi Vidi Brewery: St John’s Board Game Night. 7pm

FRI 06

MARCH 2015

FILM
LSPU Hall. Scene and Heard Film Industry
Conference Film Screenings of Pop-up Porno and
The Bingo Robbers. 7PM.
LITERARY
Anna Templeton Centre: Breakdown Comic Jam
5th Anniversary. 7-9pm.
MUSIC
The Ship: Debut of Bleu w/ Slick Nixon, Maans,
Jonny & the Cowabungas. 10:30pm
The Republic: Tickle Trunk Dance Party NDW. 10pm
The Fat Cat: Another North, Man the Animal,
Young Manics. 10:30pm
The Levee: Battle of the Bands. Kate Pike,
Ashes to Ammo, Mean Streets. 10:30pm
The Rockhouse: Travelling Wilburys Tribute. 10:30pm
THEATRE
Arts & Culture Centre: The Why presented by
St John’s Players. 8pm

COMMUNITY
The Sheraton: A Celebration of Lorraine Michael. 6:30pm
Anna Templeton Centre: Caribbean Cook Up, fundraiser
dinner. 6:30pm

SAT 07

FILM
LSPU Hall. Scene and Heard Film Industry
Conference Film Screening of Wet Bum. 7PM
MUSIC
The Levee: Battle of the Bands. The Carricks,
Skyjacker, Make Mean Everything. 10:30pm
The Ship: Cabbages & Kings and TBA 10:30pm
The Rockhouse: Metallica Tribute. 10:30pm
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre: The Why presented by
St John’s Players. 8pm
Arts and Culture Centre: Voyage presented by
The Concert Crowd. 8pm

SUN 08

FILM
LSPU Hall. Scene and Heard Film Industry Conference
Film Screening of The Mask You Live In. 7PM
Community Events:
Yellowbelly: International Women’s Collaboration
Brew Day 2015. 10:30am-1:30pm.
LITERARY
The Ship: Spoken Word St. John’s Poetry
Open Mic. 7:30pm
MUSIC
Fixed on Duckworth: NL RPM Listening Party. 9am
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre: A Funtastic Matinee starring
Terry Rielly’s Teddy’s Bear Picnic. 2pm
Arts and Culture Centre: Derek Edwards-Baloney
and Wine. 7:30pm

MON 09

MUSIC
Arts and Culture Centre: Kiwanis Music Festival
Final Concert. 7:30pm
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic 10:30pm
LITERARY
Spirit of Newfoundland: Pedlar Press launch Robert Mellin & Sara Tilley. 7pm

TUES 10
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre: Irish Comedian Brendan
Grace presented by Unicorn. 7:30pm
Arts and Culture Centre: Molly on the Shore
presented by School Zone Prod. 8pm

WED 11
MUSIC
The Ship: Jenny Gear and Sandy Morris host
Folk Night. 9pm
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre: Molly on the Shore
presented by School Zone Prod. 8pm

FILM
Cineplex Theatres: MUN Cinema Series. Still Alice. 7pm
MUSIC
Memorial University: Recollections, a piano recital. 8pm
The Ship: Kim Beggs with Rozalind McPhail. 10:30pm
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre: Molly on the Shore
presented by School Zone Prod. 8pm

FRI 13

MUSIC
Distortion: Road to CMW Finals with Port of
Call and TBA. 10pm.
Velvet: Yung Dumb ft Hunter Siegel 10:30pm
Big Bens: The Salty Dogs and The Moonshine Men. 8pm
The Levee: Texas Chainsaw, Psychobilly Cadillacs, and
Bandits. 10:30pm.
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre: Molly on the Shore
presented by School Zone Prod. 8pm

SAT 14

MUSIC
The Levee: Metal cover show ft. Children of
the Damned, The Combine, and Opeth. 10:30pm.
The Rockhouse: Salsa in St John’s Dance Invasion
Ultra World Club Dance Party 9:30pm
Holy Heart Theatre: Masterless Men & Friends
St Patricks Day Special. 8pm
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre: Molly on the Shore
presented by School Zone Prod. 2pm AND 8pm

MON 16

MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic.

TUES 17

MUSIC
The Black Sheep: Paddy’s Day with Boobie Browne
& The Guinness Sisters. 6pm
THEATRE
LSPU Hall: Multidiscipline Show Taking in Strangers. 8pm

WED 18

MUSIC
The Ship: Pennybrook & Shelder the Electric
Clamfish Double Bill Folk Night. 9pm
THEATRE
LSPU Hall: Multidiscipline Show Taking in Strangers. 8pm

THUR 19
FILM
Cineplex Theatres: MUN Cinema Series.
Dear White People. 7pm
MUSIC
The Ship: Night Music Series #141 with
Sean Panting. 9:30pm.
THEATRE
Arts & Culture Centre: Jesus Christ Superstar
presented by Tada Events. 8pm
LSPU Hall: Multidiscipline Show Taking in Strangers. 8pm

FRI 20
MUSIC
The Ship: NQ Arbuckle with The Domestics. 10:30pm
The Rockhouse: RAD with The Hallidays, Turbulence,
Man The Animal. 10:30pm
Distortion: Header, Rhine-O, A-Read, and
Mindfuneral. 10pm.
THEATRE
Arts & Culture Centre: Jesus Christ Superstar
presented by Tada Events. 8pm
LSPU Hall: Multidiscipline Show Taking in Strangers. 8pm

SAT 21

COMMUNITY
Royal Canadian Legion Blackmarsh Rd:
St. John’s Easter Market. 10am-3pm.
MUSIC
The Levee: MC Snax CD Release Show with
Living Room, Staccato, and Radar. 10 pm.
The Rockhouse: Prototype Dance Show. 10:30pm
Distortion: Road to CMW Finals with Beyond
Measure and TBA. 10pm.
Theatre Arts & Culture Centre: Jesus Christ
Superstar presented by Tada Events. 8pm
LSPU Hall: Multidiscipline Show Taking in Strangers. 8pm

SUN 22

THEATRE
Arts & Culture Centre: Jesus Christ Superstar
presented by Tada Events. 8pm

MON 23

MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic

TUES 24

LITERARY
The Ship: Reading by Michael Boyle
MUSIC
Arts and Culture Centre: Blue Rodeo’s Jim Cuddy
& Greg Keelor. 8pm

WED 25

MUSIC
The Ship: March Folk Night Trad Session. 9pm

THUR 26

FILM
Cineplex Theatres: MUN Cinema Series. Red Army. 7pm
MUSIC
The Ship: Black Wardrobe and TBA.
COMMUNITY
Geo Centre: GEO After Dark Glowology II. 6:30pm

FRI 27

THEATRE
Holy Heart Theatre: Holy Heart High School’s
Rodgers & Hammersteins Cinderella. 7:30pm

SAT 28

COMMUNITY EVENT
King’s Bridge Rd. Some Good Market
Goes to Town. 10am-4pm.
MUSIC
The Rockhouse: Mightypop presents The Rural
Alberta Advantage. Doors 9pm
LSPU Hall: Ken Tizzard CD Release. 7:30pm
The Levee: Lady Brett Ashley, Waterfront Fire, and
Another North. 10:30 pm.
THEATRE
Holy Heart Theatre: Holy Heart High School’s Rodgers
& Hammersteins Cinderella. 2:00pm AND 7:30pm.

SUN 29

MUSIC
The Rockhouse: Mightypop presents The Rural
Alberta Advantage. Doors 9pm

MON 30

MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic
COMMUNITY
Suncor Energy Hall MUN: St John’s Shambhala
Spring Retreat 2015. All day event.

TUES 31

COMMUNITY
The Ship: Philosophy Lecture.

Events
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St. Patrick’s Day To-do List
BY LAUREN POWER

Newfoundland’s quasi-holiday is steeped in
tradition, so there’s plenty to do, whether you’re
actually Irish or just have very strong feelings
about alcohol. Here’s a few things that you can
do to make your St. Patrick’s Day a little greener.
TAKE A DAY OFF — St. Patrick's Day is a

over 200 years ago, making it the

public holiday in the province, observed on

oldest non-profit organization in the

the nearest Monday to March 17 each year.

province. The BIS serves a number of

So, the holiday is Monday, but St. Paddy’s is

educational and charitable causes.

actually Tuesday. No one could blame you if

They’re also involved in the promotion

you accidentally spent a four-day-weekend

of Ireland and Newfoundland culture

celebrating your Irish heritage.

and heritage through public lectures.

EAT SOMETHING
IRISH - Whether
you’re setting up
for a day of casual
boozing or nursing
your hangover, O’Reilly’s
Irish Newfoundland Pub (13 George Street)
is serving their annual St. Patrick’s Day
Breakfast from 7:30 am to 10:00 am on
Tuesday. The traditional Irish Newfoundland
breakfast buffet also features entertainment
by Fergus O’Byrne and Fergus BrownO’Bryne. Tickets are $30, IDs required. If
you’re not up for breakfast, then you can
stop into Bridie Molloy’s (5 George Street)
for an order of Irish curry chips. It mixes
the two favourites of the Irish palate: curry
gravy and french-fried potatoes.

SUPPORT IRISH CULTURE IN THE

to natives of Ireland or descendants of

PROVINCE — The Benevolent Irish

Irish men and women. The only other

LISTEN TO IRISH MUSIC - With
O’Brien’s Music staging a comeback,
traditional Irish music is on an upswing
in the city. To find out which venues have
got someone playing “Four Green Fields,”
check out the Music listings here in The

Society (BIS) of St. John’s was established

qualification is to be a good citizen.

Overcast’s March issue.

Membership in the organization is open

/ THE OVERCAST /

WATCH AN IRISH MOVIE OR SHOW You could try to catch Tomm Moore’s Song
of the Sea. It’s super-adorable and was up
for an Oscar in the Best Animated Feature
category. If you’re in a downer of a mood
(and how Irish is that?), you could binge
watch The Fall. Gillian Anderson (in an array
of blouses) hunts Jamie Dornan on the
streets of Belfast.
HAVE A DRINK - At the liquor store, you
can bypass the usual Guinness and Baileys,
and go deluxe with a powerful, high-proof
cask strength Connemara Irish Whiskey
($99.98). The palate is full, punchy, and
sweet with vanilla spice, smoke, cereals
and peat, and the nose is subtle and soft,
with notes of blossom and more peat. “Quite
farmyardy!” they say. If you’re determined to
throw back a green beer, but want to avoid
green teeth, a little Blue Curaçao will turn a
pale lager an emerald shade.
GO TO IRELAND - You can get there and
back for under a grand via Air Canada, so
why not go visit your ancestral home?
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STRAIGHT UP WITH MEGHAN MCCABE

People Reel
Last Month in Local Newsmakers
THE PLAYWRIGHT WHO PLAYED
THE RIGHT LOTTO NUMBERS
Well-known playwright Berni Stapleton
took to a different kind of stage last
month, when she accepted a $100,000
cheque from a TAG win. The winning
ticket had been sitting around for a while
before she checked it. As fate would have
it, she’d just wrapped her latest work at
the LSPU Hall, a play called Brazil Street,
about a character who longed to see
Italy. A ticket to Italy was precisely what
Berni bought herself upon winning. The

clocking in his time and talents. He stuck
around to start helping again.

rest, she sunk into her home.

also teaching the art of urban street dance.

THE DAY THINGS CHANGED FOR
ANDREW DAY AT A ROHINGYA
REFUGEE CAMP
Conception Bay North’s Andrew Day is
doing what his country wouldn’t: making
a difference in the lives of Rohingya
refugees. Day has been in Bangladesh for
the majority of 2015, helping more than
one hundred thousand refugees. Since
fleeing a military led attack on their people
in Myanmar, countless Rohingya Muslims
have been stateless refugees, denied
citizenship under national law. They
have been persecuted, and hundreds of
them were even killed at the hands of
violent mobs. Over 100,000 of them have
been chased from their homes, and now
reside in numerous unofficial refugee
camps – camps Andrew Day went over
there to help. By keeping a low profile, and
working with non-governmental agencies,
Day developed his own way to bring much
needed aid – in the form of things like
rice, blankets, and livestock – to unofficial
refugee camps in Bangladesh, where
authorities had successfully blocked
such aid, and denied these people any
legal protection. Many of these refugees
are being used as prostitutes or to move
drugs. Sadly, just when he thought his
work was done, and was ready to come
home, police raided and destroyed the
Rohingya refugee camp where he’d been

CHARLIE OLIVER LAUNCHES
THINKNL TO GET US ... THINKING
Charlie Oliver, a local business
person and near PC leader candidate,
recently launched ThinkNL to get
Newfoundlanders thinking and talking
about Newfoundland issues. He opted
out of politics because he sees ThinkNL’s
website as a better route towards
changing things for the better here. By
presenting information in an accessible
manner, the website will strive to get
us all thinking more critically, and
productively, about local issues and
whom we’re voting for and why. The
end goal is not finger-pointing, but fact
presentation, that promotes solutiongenerating debates. Check out thinknl.ca
for more info.

FRANKIE WARREN HAS DANCED
HER WAY INTO CIRQUE DU SOLEIL
Warren, currently studying modern dance
at the University of Calgary, will get some
serious real life experience and education
via the nationally acclaimed Cirque du
Soleil, when she performs hip hop dance
with them at the opening ceremonies for
the Pan American Games this July, in
Toronto. At only 19 years of age, Frankie is

POLICE PROVE HOW MANY OF US
ARE GUILTY OF RECKLESS DRIVING
Undercover police, dressed as things like
school crossing guards or construction
workers, aren’t out to catch a drug dealer
in the act this winter; they're after drivers
on their cellphones, texting, tweeting,
tuning into Overcast Radio, or whatever
else it is you do on your phones that
seems worth putting people's lives at
risk. It’s called Operation Ringtone. More
than 500 tickets – at $110 a pop – were
doled out in just under two months.

Supply Will Always Meet Demand
in the Sex Business and Someone Will
Always Have a Problem with It
The adult business in this city
hovers under the radar, to
the point many can’t identify
the corners where ladies
and gentlemen of the night
wait, nor the adult massage
parlours tucked away in quiet
neighbourhoods. That is, until
Kendra’s Red House on Wood
Street was singled out.
The owner, known as Kendra, says she and her
staff decided to open their own place last year,
when a similar establishment closed its doors
and left them without jobs, because there is a
security and dignity in working together.
But late February, city councilor Jonathan
Galgay brought the concerns of Wood St.
residents to council, calling for the City to
examine how it treats adult massage parlours.
The all-male council complied, putting a
moratorium on permits for any such business.
And that’s where the firestorm started: some
people’s sensitivities versus other people’s
freedom and safety erupted. “My intent has
been quite clear, I want to ensure that new
applications are assessed based on a new
definition for ‘adult massage parlours,’ and that
any such business be restricted from operating
in residential neighbourhoods,” says Galgay. “I
do not intend to insert myself into a moral or
ethical debate on this topic.”
Kendra says relegating businesses like theirs
to one area may be an option, if it’s enforced for
everyone. “There are several others that operate
in residential/commercial areas, and no one
seems to be complaining about those.”

unmarked establishment, noise, coming and
going at all hours, parking issues, and a child left
unattended in a car parked outside the building
in question – the last of which Galgay says he
brought to the police. However, the building
in question previously operated as a bed and
breakfast, which also had visitors coming and
going at all hours, two strip clubs (The Piccadilly
followed by Crazy Horse) operated for years
directly across the street, and Duckworth St.
bustles all day long.
Kendra notes her business follows the same
hours as nearby Caine’s Convenience – between
10 am and midnight. As far as complaints go,
Kendra says they got one noise complaint
since the business opened in April 2014, from a
neighbour who asked them to turn down music.
“If any complaints are being lodged, it is not
being communicated to us in any fashion.”
And she’s concerned about what a crack
down on adult businesses like hers – a safe
environment with security cameras, staff, and
protection from the worries of assault, robbery,
or drugs – would mean for people who work in
the industry. “Although we are not a ‘full service’
establishment, we do provide services of
somewhat the same nature, and some women
and men may feel that they have no other option
but to work independently if we have to close
down. Forcing people to work alone separates
them more from society, and makes them feel
like they are not deserving of the respect and
dignity that should be afforded to all humans.”
As for complaints, RNC Const. Steven
Curnew says they have nothing in the system
pertaining to that address on Wood St.,
but if officers didn’t find a child unattended
in a vehicle, it wouldn’t come up. He also
points out there’s nothing criminal about

The councillor has a duty to represent his

Kendra’s Red House, it’s just a matter of city

constituents, and Galgay has described their

permitting. A matter Kendra and many others

concerns as everything from harassment,

hope is treated rationally, with respect for the

patrons mistaking neighbouring houses for the

safety and well-being of everyone involved.
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is off to Las Vegas again!
so team Pi can compete in the
World Pizza Games!
Meanwhile watch for our

Epic International Pi Day
Specials
March 14
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The Bull Horn

we’ll be

closed March 25th to April 3
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BEEP YOUR HORN WHY DON’T YOU!

you shoveled is for nothing.”

K.L “I saw you lose your cool, Mr.

DEAR NEIGHBOUR …

Normally Mild-Mannered. That was some

Christo-Furious-Pher: “My Dear

savage road rage at the person in front of

Georgestown Neighbour, just because you

you, who didn’t run the yellow light. Which

don’t like to sleep in, and think shovelling

was me by the way. You didn’t seem to

is more important than anything, doesn’t

notice. Do we ever really know a person

mean you should get up at like 6 am

until we test their patience?”

and shovel your driveway down to the

STINKY STINKY!

pavement, making scrappy noises that

Laurel: “I can’t stand how smokers

wake everyone else up. Who needs their

think if they roll a window down, the car

driveway that clean, and for no reason. You

isn’t gonna reek of smoke. Also: why

barely leave your house. Who shovels at 6

don’t smokers realize they smell like old

am, then goes inside for the day!?”

dirty boots? And I can’t stand cabbies

I SAW YOU

who think they’re cool if they let people

A.Z: “I saw you, Grey Hatted Man at

smoke in their cab if they roll the window

Atlantic Place, smiling at the lines in the

down … because as I’ve already covered:

book you were reading. You missed your

that does NOT work.”

mouth with your Mr.Sub, and got a mayo

READY TO POP; REALLY SCARED.

smear on your face and didn’t even know.

ANON: “I’m weeks away from giving

So cute. P.S — Who gets Mr. Sub?”

birth to my first child. I should be excited.

LIARS!

Instead I’m terrified. Terrified of all the

Timothy: “Does Tim Horton’s EVER

things that might be wrong with this

have hash browns? Every time I get a

baby. And it makes me feel like a horrible

breakfast combo: ‘ Sorry we’re all out of

person, to be worried it’s going to have

hash browns today.’ … LIKE ALWAYS. It’s

some kind of disease or disorder or

very disheartening. And no, I don’t want

weird traits I will hold against it, when

a muffin (lard!) or donut (Lardier lard!)

all I want to do is love it thoroughly. I’ve

instead. Sheeeeeeeesh!”

told no one this. It’s nice to get it off my

POWER PLAY

chest here! I have dreams about it being

J: “I’ve got the heart of a mountain-

a creepy baby lately. Like, just spooky.

climber and the mind of an entrepreneur.

Like a Chucky doll. Out to get me. I can’t

You’re a timeless beauty who thinks

ask my girlfriends if this is normal for

the most fun thing that two people can

some reason.”

have together is to build things from

I SEEN ‘YA

the ground up. How about it: Want to

Debrah: “I saw you, beautiful old lady,

work and play together? Want to share

looking out the window at your elderly

the spiritual joys of powerwalking,

husband with concern as he shoveled

powershopping and powermongering?

all that snow. Him with more pride than

Let’s gaze at the bottom line by day and

lower back strength; you with more

oil up each other’s charisma by night.

concern than a desire to get out of your

Please: no dice-rollers,

house. Old people in love melt my heart!”

white liars, or

‘DE HELL?

compulsive

Nate: “Why the hell do people shovel

jaywalkers.

DURING a storm? It’s the very dumbest

Must be willing

thing Newfoundlanders do. Like — wait

and able to

until the storm is over, b’y, or everything

lose at chess.”

SHARE
YOUR RANTS,
CONFESSIONS,
& MORE

THEOVERCAST.CA/
BULL-HORN
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The Cost of Doing Food Business in St. John’s
Limited Food Supply and High Import Costs Among the
Challenges of Running a Restaurant on an Island

Stephen Vardy
of Adelaide Oyster
House & Kelly
Mansell of Rocket
Bakery &
Deli

This is an exciting time
for the culinary scene in
St. John’s -- our province’s
restaurant and bar sales
led the country for
growth in 2013.

But at the same time, as Newfoundlanders and

restaurants must charge to make a profit.

well as the labour costs for the time required to

Labradorians travel more often, many of us return

There are several factors at play. First, a lot of the

make food from scratch, and pay your staff, it

home wondering why it’s so hard to grab a meal

food served here is imported into the province,

adds up.

here for less than $10 – even at a fast-food joint.

particularly outside of our short growing season.

Or why our restaurants aren’t serving as wide a

That importation has costs, from the time

When it comes to those specialty items that aren’t

variety of produce as those elsewhere. Or even

involved in sourcing ingredients to the money

commonly available at Sobey’s or Costco, the

why a province known for its fishing doesn’t have

paid to wholesalers and shipping companies to

challenge grows. Products that must be imported

a wealth of great seafood restaurants.

the price of the gas needed to get to Costco.

or used to serve a specialty audience are rarely

“The culinary scene has improved by great

The truth is that while there are a lot of great

Restaurants also don’t necessarily get a

The Sprout on Duckworth Street. “I find myself

leaps and bounds in the past few years,” said

things happening for food in Newfoundland and

wholesale price on the food they purchase to

often scrambling around town from place to place

Greg Hewlett, co-owner of Fixed. “For a city of

Labrador right now, challenges remain for the

make their meals. Rocket doesn’t get a discount

just trying to find a case of 5mm rice noodles

some 200,000 people in the

province’s restaurateurs – particularly when it

on butter and milk, for example – two items

because we are down to three more Pad Thais,”

greater metro area, we punch

comes to the cost of putting meals on plates.

that make up a good deal of their offerings,

Bloomquist said, “and whenever I find miso paste

particularly on the baking side. They are paying

at a local grocery store I buy all of it.”

available wholesale, said Julia Bloomquist of

well above our weight class, so
much so that the current scene

“It is next to impossible to serve quality food for

retail prices for a lot of the ingredients they use,

constitutes a sort of golden age

anything less than what many consider rather

said Kelly Mansell, co-owner of Rocket Bakery &

And alcohol, which makes up a considerable

in St. John's dining.”

expensive,” Fixed’s Hewlett said of the prices local

Deli on Water Street. When you consider that as

part of a restaurant’s profit, is another factor to

Cover Story
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consider. Mansell suspects that many customers

focus has become easier to provide over that time

don’t realize that restaurants like Rocket don’t get

thanks to increased food production on the island,

a break on booze--whatever the price is at the

she said. “Initially, there weren’t that many farmers

liquor store is what they’re paying.

we could go with to get what we needed.”

“The reality is,” said chef and owner Stephen Vardy

One of the keys to success for a local restaurant

of Adelaide on Water Street, “if your food cost

is to go niche. For example, The Sprout says what

starts creeping up over 35 percent, then you’re not

helps them stand out isn’t just the restaurant’s

going to be open to serve diners.”

menu, which is vegetarian with many vegan and
gluten-free options, but also its casual-but-healthy

Fortunately, chefs and farmers around the island

atmosphere. Saigon opened because there still

are encouraging the development of the province’s

wasn’t a Vietnamese option among the city’s

agricultural offerings. Rocket works with farmers

increasingly diverse slate of eateries, Ly said. And

in Whitbourne who are actually employed at the

Charles of Raymonds is getting ready to open a

restaurant outside of the growing season. They

more casual offering called The Merchant Tavern

provide produce for its meals during the warmer

on Water Street in the spring.

months of the year. Bacalao puts considerable
focus on having relationships with local producers,

“There’s just so much room here to fill,” Vardy

said owner Andrea Maunder, but that priority is

said. For his part, he’d love to see a noodle house

time consuming because it means dealing with as

in the city, more options for late-night food, and

many as 30 different suppliers instead of one or

microbreweries.

two wholesalers.
Hewlett hopes that as the city’s culinary scene
But from high-end to casual, chefs and restaurant

continues to grow, self-reliance in food production

owners all said that support for local food

and food security do the same. “It's the best

production is key to keeping the momentum going.

possible way to improve every facet of the industry,

Tuan Ly, owner of Saigon Bistro, grows herbs and

from costing to quality,” he said. “Work with

sprouts he couldn’t source locally indoors during the

what our land and seascapes provide us, devote

winter. Jeremy Charles of Raymonds is well known

ourselves to local sourcing, grow much, much

for his support of hunting, fishing, and foraging.

more food here at home, and diminish our reliance

“Ninety-five percent of our ingredients on our menu

on imports to the very best of our abilities.”

are all from Newfoundland,” he said, but he added
that it took time to build the relationships required

Even with the challenges, the growth continues.

to source those ingredients, and it’s particularly

“We decided to open a Vietnamese restaurant

challenging during the colder months of the year.

in St. John's because our food culture here has
evolved quite nicely over the last few years,” said

Vardy of Adelaide is in contact with a local outfit

Ly of Saigon.

working to provide the first Newfoundland
oysters, but that is still a couple of years away--in

And we’re still riding the wave of a resurgence of

the meantime he drives to the airport several

provincial pride brought on by better economic

times a week to pick up hundreds of oysters. He

fortunes and a rediscovery of what Newfoundland

gets as much local fare as he can: Newfoundland

and Labrador has to offer--and that includes our

cod, produce from Lesters, lamb from Ferryland,

food. “A lot of my chef friends around the country

local beef and pork when available. But the reality

are pretty amazed,” Charles said of the foraged,

is that he wants to buy more local food than he is

wild, and locally grown food

able to source.

he serves at Raymonds. “To
be able to serve moose in

That problem is widespread, said Maunder of

a restaurant is pretty much

Bacalao. At the same time, it is improving. Bacalao

unheard of in the

has been open about eight years, and their local

rest of the country.”

Hopefully this article shed a little light on why things cost a little more in this city relative to
others. And we didn’t even cover the shocking cost of rent in St. John’s. No one’s out to fleece
you in an industry that considers breaking even and surviving another month a success.
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cast
no
shadow
Local Low Budget Film Making
a Big Bang in Canadian Film

CATCH THIS MOVIE
@ THE AVALON
MALL CINEPLEX
THIS MONTH

BY MARK HOFFE

Imagine making your first
feature film for $250,000
and being nominated to
compete with filmmakers
like David Cronenberg,
Atom Egoyan, and Xavier
Dolan at the Canadian
Screen Awards. The team
behind Cast No Shadow
don’t have to imagine it.
They did it.

wild and tumultuous summer in the life of

versions of this story my whole life,” says

thirteen-year-old Jude Traynor (Percy Hynes

Hynes, “so you’d think I would have come

White) as he uses his imagination to navigate

at it with a kind of earned authority that

through delinquency and family difficulties.

would have been bothersome to a director

Jude fantasizes that his troubles are caused

with the type of mandate that Christian had,

by a hermitic troll who lives in a cave and can

but his vision was different once again and I

be bribed with gold. “The gold represents both

recognized his ability to see it executed, and in

the power of Jude’s imagination and also his

order to do that you have to let go of a

ability to transform,” says Christian Sparkes.

lot of your own bullshit.”

“He is elevating bone and garbage in the same
way he wishes to be elevated and this is a

Fresh from a six-award sweep at The Atlantic

beautiful and heartbreaking idea to me.”

Film Festival in September 2014 – including
Best Atlantic Feature, Best Atlantic Director,

Screenwriter Joel Thomas Hynes recently

and Best Atlantic Screenwriter – Cast No

days and weeks following the announcement

completed the Cineplex Screenwriter’s Lab

Shadow is now up for four Canadian Screen

have been great,” says Sparkes. “I’ve gotten

Set and shot in Newfoundland with

at the Canadian Film Centre, and has two

Awards nominations: Best Motion Picture

emails and well wishes from pretty much

support from Telefilm Canada’s Micro-

new feature films in development. For Cast

(Chris Agoston, Allison White, and Sparkes),

everyone I know in film and otherwise,

Budget Production Program, the lyrical,

No Shadow, he peeled bits and pieces from a

Achievement in Art Direction/Production

congratulating the team. I went to Toronto to

cinematic film – in no small part thanks

variety of his works to craft Cast No Shadow,

Design (Xavier Georges), Adapated

meet with several top agents last week, and

to cinematographer Scott McClellan – is a

but the core is his book Say Nothing, Saw

Screenplay (Hynes), and Achievement in

I’ve been meeting with producers and talking

captivating coming-of-age story about one

Wood. “You know, I’ve hung around with

Music – Original Score (Jeffrey Morrow). “The

to distributors. It’s been wild.”

Visual & Performance Arts

how awesome The Fly is?”

Taking in
Strangers: Lousie
Moyes one-woman,
multi-disciplinary
show explores our
“unique senses of
humour and place.”

“A film isn’t an easy endeavour, and

BY EMILY DEMING

The news took a while to sink in, but,
once it did, the team’s excitement
kicked into high gear. Who wouldn’t
be excited about potentially sharing
a table with Canadian icon David
Cronenberg? “A friend of mine who
was at the awards last year told me
we’d have a table right up front since
we’re up for the biggest award of the
night,” says Sparkes. “Rubbing elbows
with the Cronenberg and what not. I
wonder if he’s sick of hearing about
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with these issues since its first production in

craft of movement and storytelling, to her ever

2001. It is the tangle of two travelers and the

growing perspective and reflection that allows

many inhabitants along two coasts: the Lower

patterns from her personal journey and from

North Shore of Quebec into Labrador and the

the more recent socio-economic histories of

South Coast of Newfoundland. If water was

rural Newfoundland and Quebec to emerge.

land and land was water, if our map was drawn

There is more re-weaving and more revelation

in negative space, the communities of Northern

and, if you needed more reason to come, or

Quebec and the Southern and Western shores

to come again, there are updates to Marilyn’s

of Newfoundland would be united. These

story including “one big event with Marilyn,

two “forgotten coasts,” with so much in

Pierre Trudeau and Leonard Cohen.” How is

common, though gulfs apart, mirror the two

that for romance and intrigue? Atmosphere

travelers portrayed in all their connectivity and

supplied by music from the Black Auks.

uniqueness.
If Art is an entrance into complex questions,

it’s fiercely competitive world,” says
White, “so to receive a nomination
alongside Cronenberg and the like
really validates the work you’re
doing. But also, when you make
films, all you ever want is for
people to see them, and that is
incredibly hard to do as a low-budget
independent Canadian film.”
The low budget, and ambitious 31
shooting locations, were not only a
challenge for the producers, but also
for the production team. Georges’
nomination was earned under tight
constraints in the Art Department.
“Succeeding in delivering the
ambiance, the textures, the frame,
in such conditions calls upon all your
experience from A to Z,” says Georges.
“You have to be focused at all times
to not drift and explode the budget or
start cutting corners and loose all the
detailing needed.”
Cast No Shadow will appear in select
theatres in spring 2015, including the
Avalon Mall in St. John’s. By that time,
Sparkes and White might already have
funding in place for their next feature.
“The next feature is a self contained
thriller that takes place over a single
night in a small town, more or less in
real time, with only a handful of actors,”
says Sparkes. “The central character is
a middle aged, middle class man who is

How do we sort the
blowing straw of place,
displacement, identity,
loyalty, open arms,
suspicion, seasonal and
decadal cycles of broke,
broker, fed, flush, and
broke again that are the
framework for life in an
outport?
What if that is complicated, as it is, by the
reality that it isn’t one life, but many lives in
many different homes, different towns, different
politics, different languages? What if, on top of
the lives lived in place, you could also see the
lives lived in transit, traveling through, leaving
knotted oral strings of relation and memory;
the dislodged, the homeless and the restless
unwinding and anchoring these strings, these
guide ropes, across a strange and stormy
face of rock. How can any one discussion or
municipal plan encompass each livyer and each
traveler, struggling towards a proper measure
of sustainable happiness, of control over
environment and brain chemistry, of control
over their place.

The inhabitants’ stories, though spoken by

the continued structure of the conversation is

Moyes, use their original words/accents/

inherently more dimensionally interdisciplinary

dialects. Most of these stories come from

than even dance-videography-song-

conversations she recorded as she was “going

storytelling combined. To this end, The

back slowly” to St. John’s from Montreal.

Harris Centre (a “hub for public policy and

One exception is a woman’s story taken from

regional development issues” with a mission

research done by Rhonda Pelley (Author) and

of “supporting active community engagement”

Sheilagh O'Leary (Photographer) for their book

in tandem with MUN research) will host a

Island Maid: Voices of Outport Women (which

panel and discussion after the performance on

will be on sale at The LSPU hall through the

Tuesday March 17th. The panel will feature artist

show’s run). Moyes’ own story, incorporated

Anne Troake, business leader John Fisher, and

in the show, is of her years in motion between

academic Tom Gordon, and will connect, via

these two cities; homeless in her chosen state

live video, to various outports. And to you. If St.

of flux, preparing for travel instead of rest at

John’s is your home, if any city is your home,

the conclusion of each portion of study and

then the rural areas beyond your city limits

work. The second traveller is Marilyn (aka

are the very tips of your fingers and your toes.

“Trixie”), the glamorous woman with the

In Newfoundland, the core of our capital and

clamorous mind, well recognized in her pink,

the surrounding Avalon has seen a decade of

black and leopard print fashion, asking for a

health, but many areas are still numb from the

quarter on Water Street in St. John’s or a dollar

loss of the fishery and the nerves between city

on St Laurent and Ste Catherine in Montreal.

and outport seem to have shut down. A healthy

These women lived a form of parallel lives,

capital is not equivalent to a healthy province.

seeing each other over and over again across

A robust heart will not prevent frostbite in your

great geographical distances. The differences in

extremities. Come listen, come be moved,

their circumstances, their place, their eventual

come learn about your fellow humans, your

ends, resolving as they answer the question,

fellow Newfoundlanders, even those who

“how do you get back and forth?”

are Quebecois, even those who have already
passed out of this world.

The newest edition of this piece (which has
played from Brazil to Vancouver and Toronto

March 17 - 21, 8pm, LSPU. Tickets 22$-28$

to Germany and through schools on the south

(limited 5$ tickets set aside by the artist for

coast of Newfoundland) will benefit from over

elementary/high school students to purchase

a decade of concentrated devotion to Moyes’

through eyeGO.org).

The answer - the beginning, the framing of an
answer - may be Art. This month, LSPU Hall
will once again be home to a special form of
live performance, “docu-dance," pioneered by
Louise Moyes, which incorporates interpretive

pushed to his mental and physical limits

and documentary storytelling. “Taking in

in order to protect his son.”

Strangers” has been an invitation to wrestle

“A healthy capital is not equivalent to a healthy province. A robust
heart will not prevent frostbite in your extremities. Come listen,
come be moved, come learn about your fellow humans, your fellow
Newfoundlanders, even those who are Quebecois, even those who
have already passed out of this world.”
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Craig Francis
Power on Jacinthe
Robillard’s
Eastern Edge
Exhibit,
The Scope of
My Knowledge
Jacinthe Robillard’s
L’etendue de Mes
Connaissances (the
scope of my knowledge)
features a collection of
photographs and video
portraits wherein her
subjects are asked to
make an origami crane
on camera.
Set against a neutral light and dark grey
background, we watch Robillard’s friends
and coworkers fold, unfold, and refold
paper as they scan off-camera instructions
the artist has supplied them. Brows
furrow, lips are chewed, eyes narrow in
concentration, but rather than addressing
failure as you may be prone to think, the
work, according to Robillard, seeks to reveal
the idiosyncracies that make up her sitters’
individuality. In an age where the camera
and the image are ubiquitous, where we
feel constantly the need to “perform
ourselves”—think reality television,
Youtube, Vine, Instagram, the Selfie, et
cetera—think: the Panopticon—Robillard
creates a setting wherein the audience
observes her subjects’ guard coming
down as they attempt to concentrate on
the task she’s laid out for them.
Earlier experimentation with this work
produced mixed results, as Robillard had
set up her camera in people’s homes,
leading to a not entirely accurate reading
of the piece. Neither clinical nor personal,

the
neutral
quality of

A new exhibit that
aims to reveal the
idiosyncrasies of
its audience

these photos
and videos forces

THE MOTHERLOAD

WITH

VICKI MURPHY

The Good-Enough
Nursery

us to focus not so much on the living
spaces of her subjects, where a kind of
narrative emerges (she told me that in
an earlier manifestation of the piece, the
audience assumed she addressed class

I have good hair and great
penmanship. I work hard.
But I’m no perfectionist.

struggle based on how shabby or opulent
her subjects’ homes were), but rather on

My kitchen, my car, and my coochie are all

her subjects’ physicality and nothing more.

testaments to this. So when I got the nesting
fever around five months pregnant, my

as balls,
has stood
the test of
time. (If Zita
Cobb wants it
for her acclaimed Inn, she’ll need
to drop some mad stacks.)

Watching other people watch the video,

pragmatism clashed with my primal need to

This queer little quilt hanging from the

I was struck by how quickly a sort of

lovingly prepare a space for my offspring.

side of the crib in the stark white room,

mirroring began to take place. If you’re like

with those beady-eyed, ursine oddballs

me, and you avoid informational panels and

It started six years ago with my son’s bedroom.

glaring at me from every angle, became my

curatorial essays until you’ve at least had a

I wanted it to be nice and unique, but I wanted

inspiration. I hung pictures of the bears with

good look at the art, you, like the people in

to spend little and do even less. The storage

saucy headlines like “Move over, Winnie” and

Robillard’s portraits, will at first struggle to

room that would be his nursery was bright

“Paddington can bite me.” My friend surprised

grasp what’s happening in the work. Just

orange. Outstanding, I could work with orange!

me with a gnarly toy bear she made, which

as the sitters’ brows furrow, so do yours.

I threw in a crib, a change table, and a wee

Rae will squeeze as soon as she learns what

Is Robillard, in the way she forces her

shelf for books. And for a personal touch, I

hands are for. I slapped on a little wallpaper,

audience to observe and decipher, therefore

hand-painted a Dr. Seuss quote on the wall.

moved in the ol’ crib and change table, and

suggesting that the art experience is not

Bam, I rule, come on with the tiny human.

presto – bring on the bambino, bitches.

only the fruit of learning, of hard work, but

When people asked me the theme of Max’s

is a thing through which, like her subjects,

nursery, my answer was simply “orange.”

we reveal our “truer” selves? Don’t know,

The nursery is good enough – just the way I
like it. Maybe it’s even great, because it means

but what I do know is that Robillard has

I had the same half-assed ambition for my

something. Something I hope my daughter

created an elegant and contemplative

daughter’s room last fall. Her would-be

understands one day when she stops crapping

exhibition more than worthy of your

nursery was white. Wicked shit, who can’t

her pants. Nothing is perfect, baby. This house

consideration.

work with white?! But this time, I had a

is a state, but it’s ours. This bedroom is strange,

concept. A theme, believe it or not. Not some

but it’s warm. The wallpaper has a couple

Eastern Edge Gallery continues to exhibit

cookie-cutter bedroom-in-a-bag dealio you

lumps, but the pretty pattern makes me twirl

(like it has done for the past, like, 30 years)

buy at the store with kittens or cupcakes from

my housecoat. And these teddy bears are freaky

cutting edge work from the province and

sheets to sheers though. This was a theme

weirdoes, but they’re a piece of our story. A

beyond. You would do well to also check

far from ordinary and close to my heart: teddy

story that began in a grandmother’s hands

out Joe Fowler’s Object Says in the Rogue

bears. C’mon now, not just any teddy bears.

and continues here in ours. We embrace one

Gallery, whose project, now on display,

Creepy teddy bears.

another’s weirdness, so the world that demands

I’ve covered in these pages in the past.

perfection can’t knock out our stuffing.

Robillard’s installation runs until April 1st in

It started with a baby blanket made for me by

the main space and is not to be missed.

my Fogo Island grandmother, Lucy Godwin. I
had always been perplexed by the bears she
had sewn onto each square of fabric.
No cuddly, smiley teddies
here. These bad boys were
wonky and deformed, with
grimaces instead of grins.
How…cute? Nan either had a
wonderfully twisted sense of
humour or a hilariously desperate
hand for crafts. For the record, the
40-year-old blankie, while bizarre

Mother Blogger
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NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR BY EMILY DEMING

Science!
WITH CHAD PELLEY

Things The Irish Taught

world’s first fatal car accident victim.
Before her untimely demise, she was
a bright-minded scientist at a time
when most women were excluded from

Sharing Secrets

formal education. She was, like most

“For a gallon of elderberry

women at the time, taught at home,

wine, I take one teaspoon

but took an intense interest in science,

eat
this

Us about Science

essentially from birth: she had an

full of arsenic, then add

extensive collection of insects going by

March’s mid-month holiday celebrates

age 3. She was also a gifted illustrator,

half a teaspoon full of

the Irish on the island; here are four

and among the first to use magnifying

strychnine, and then just

1 pound confectioner’s sugar

Irish folks who taught us about the

glasses and microscopes to conduct

1/2 cup butter

world we live in.

in-depth drawings of everything from

a pinch of cyanide”
-AUNT MARTHA, ARSENIC AND OLD LACE

Vanilla extract

insects to telescopes. Excluded from
In the late 1800s, John Tyndall explained

formal schooling because of her gender,

why the sky is blue. The answer is that

she found ways around it, like writing

it isn’t necessarily blue, but rather,

directly to scientists she admired, and

rendered blue to the eye. White light from

was welcomed into their circles, and

the sun is constantly beaming down on

asked to illustrate things for them.

us. This white light is actually a mixture

Believing no one would publish her first

of colours, including the three our eyes

book on account of her being a woman,

respond to the most – red, green, and

she self-published, and self-promoted

blue. As white light from the sun beams

her book Sketches with the Microscope,

down upon us on a clear day, molecules

to prove to publishers it would sell if they

naturally present in the sky, like oxygen

published and distributed it. She was

and nitrogen, scatter the colours in this

right, her pioneering book on the matter

white light in such a manner the blue light

was selling through print runs even after

from the sun is basically “pulled out of

her death. Her great-granddaughter Lalla

the mix.” This is because, of these three

Knockout Drops

When I hear the phrase “secret ingredient,”
I automatically think “Ahh, poison.”
Otherwise, why in the name of Julia Child
would it be a secret? For years I heard

2 tablespoons cream

Beat well together. Shape into
balls. Dip cold balls into melted,
unsweetened chocolate. Chill on
wax paper in freezer.

references to “the secret ingredient” in
real Italian spaghetti sauce. I heard it
mentioned in literature, on radio shows, in
movies, in hushed conversations in back

for your recipe, it means they like what you’ve

rooms, and you know what it was? Cloves,

done, it means they would like to connect with

ground cloves. Or sometimes maple syrup.

you and pay a bit of friendly homage to your

Occasionally just really thinly sliced garlic.

good taste. It means their wifi is on the blink

That’s it. Those were the closely guarded

and they have a potluck to go to. Don’t be coy.

relics passed on from specially selected

Recipes are not swimming holes that can be

plays Romana on BBC’s Doctor Who.

generational maven to maven. Seriously.

ruined by the wrong five jerks with their

I’ve snorted more newsworthy kitchen

case of Zima.

or more strongly than red and green, on

Robert Boyle managed to get a law

spices at slumber parties.

account of its short wavelength. “But

named after himself – Boyle’s law

what about sunsets being yellow,” asks

states that the pressure of a gas tends

So let us please drop the big facade. Unless you

the most clever among you. That happens

to increase as the volume of a gas

are an actual witch/wizard or you are actually

because during sunsets the sun is farther

increases. If that sounds like jibberish to

planning someone’s demise via edibles/

away, so light from the sun is passing

you, don’t worry, most first year science

potables, stop with the melodrama and just

a longer distance, and much of the blue

students feel the same way.

tell me how you made that pretty darn good

colours, blue light scatters faster, easier,

light is already scattered out of the mix.

Good family recipes are like white privilege.

casserole I had at your dad’s place last week.
Your casserole/sauce/cocktail/dressing will, in

Francis Beaufort invented the wind scale

no real and physical way, taste less delicious

that people like Ryan Snodden use when

just because I’m making it too.

forecasting. It’s a measure of wind speed
– 0-6 on the Beaufort scale are various

are all just left over from eras past where

types of “gales,” with 10 being a strong

competitions before each key

12 a hurricane wind.

party and the winner got to bed
the male with the most hair

A not so fun fact about Mary Ward –
car her cousins built, becoming the

them through no personal merit. And I will
share them whenever I can. So, in the spirit
of disclosure and the airing and sharing of
family secrets, here is my grandmother’s
recipe for “Knockout Drops.” They are like
brass knuckles full of love and death for your
mouth. They make you dizzy and high. They
My mom isn’t so sure they should be shared
beyond our circle of aunts, uncles, cousins,

there were weekly coffeecake

gale or “storm.” 11 is a severe storm, and

she fell under the wheels of a steam

my life better, but I will at least admit I gained

cure AND sing the blues. They smite enemies.

Perhaps these lingering urges toward secrecy

categories of “breeze,” and 7-10 various

I’m not going to pretend the perks don’t make

John Tydall & his fabulous
beard and 3-piece suit

left on his head. But we live in
a new world. A world where
every recipe ever is somewhere
on the internet. If someone asks

cousins-in-law, ex-husband’s
sisters, great-grandchildren etc.

Stop with the
melodrama and
just tell me how
you made that
pretty darn good
casserole.

I disagree. Also, I think they
are actually from some long
out of print edition of The
Joy of Cooking. The secret
ingredient is a pound of
sugar. Shhhhhhhhh.
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HORRIBLE
HOROSCOPES
ARIES (MAR. 21 – APR. 19)
Unfortunately, the spirit of a very angry bull that
was killed in Spain’s barbaric running of the bulls
has been reincarnated into an Atlantic Canadian
coyote. That angry coyote is coming to get you.
TAURUS (APR. 20 – MAY 20)
This month you will really let your mom down. And
how dare you.
GEMINI (MAY 21 – JUNE 21)
If you are a Gemini who drives, here’s what’s going
to happen: your airbag will deploy for no reason,
causing a terrible accident. No one will believe
your airbag deployed BEFORE the accident, liar.
Your cellphone, found later under a seat, will be
enough to convince the world you were a texting
twit who caused a bad accident.

Miscellany

March

townie

Cross

Life Hacks
Worth
Knowing

word

Can’t fit a dresser in your
room, or need more drawers?
Build a shelving unit on the inside of
a closet door. There’ll be room for at
least for 4 rows of T-shirts, socks,
undies, pajamas, whatever.

PSSST!
ANSWERS BELOW

CANCER (JUNE 22 – JULY 22)
If you’re that spry and youthful type of cancer, well,
you’re about to find out just how plaguing a feeling
a bad back is. One wrong move while shovelling,
or one misstep on an icy sidewalk, will have you
forever regretting living in such a snowy city.
LEO (JULY 23 – AUG. 22)
Poor you, Leo. Combine this month’s Virgo and
Scorpio horoscopes for you fate. Damn.
VIRGO (AUG. 23 – SEPT. 22)
Somewhere, there is a nest of 100 spiders waiting
to burst open and attack you for disturbing them.
ACROSS
Across
Be wary of things like: a box of tea, your
box of
1. Live music venue on George Street near
garbage bags, or your mailbox – they’ve claimed
1. Live music venue on George
Street
near
stage,
the stage,
hint: not
"thethe
skinny
dog."
something of yours as their home.
hint: not "the skinny dog."
2. Mayor Dennis O'Keefe's nickname.
LIBRA (SEPT. 23 – OCT. 23)
4. Last
name of the media personality who
2. Mayor Dennis O'Keefe's
nickname.
According to horoscope literature, “Libras love
jumped ship from NTV News to VOCM.
excitement, new situations, adventure,4.
and
the
Last name of the media personality who jumped ship
5. Latest celebrity to be lambasted for 		
unusual.” And yet, you’re about to havefrom
the most
NTV News to VOCM.
dull and painfully uneventful month of your life,
slamming the seal hunt.
5. Latest
for slamming
the(first
seal
and it will be contagious – people will find
it boringcelebrity to be
7. lambasted
What acclaimed
local playwright
		
to be near you.
hunt.
name Robert) recently adapted The Colony
7. What acclaimed local playwright
name
Robert)
of Unrequited(first
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Your Printer’s Ink Cartridge
isn’t REALLY Out of Ink Yet
Sometimes, usually when you’re
running late for a meeting or interview
or something, you hit print and get
the “out of ink” error message. If you
remove the ink cartridge and examine
it, there’s usually a reset button on
it. The reset button is tiny, so unfold
a paper clip to press it with, and this
will trick your computer into really
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And Now You Know

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22 – DEC. 21)
Go do a first aid course. For some reason, many
people around you, even strangers, will need
things like CPR and the Heimlich maneuver this
winter, and now that you’ve been warned to be
prepared, how bad will you feel you’ve ignored this
horoscope?
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 – JAN. 19)
Who knows why, but the guy who used to play The
Karate Kid in the movies is going to kick your ass
really badly. Like, he’s going to go too far. And for
no reason. He’s going to come out of nowhere.

Maria Jones-Elliott once gave birth to a set
of twins ... who were born 87 days apart.
Our evolutionary shift to walking upright
can be blamed for human back pain,
hemorrhoids, and varicose veins – all
of which are the result of gravity pulling
down on our spine, blood, and blood
vessels.

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20 – FEB. 18)
“Aqua”rius. Better hope you’re as good a swimmer
as your sign name would imply. You’ll understand
this vague comment by the 23rd of the month.

One more fact about humans: your
tongue print is as unique to you as your
fingerprints.

PISCES (FEB. 19 – MAR. 20)
Quite often, a cellphone video of a moose in a
residential area goes viral, and the world laughs.
Sadly for you, the moose you encounter on your
property will not be funny, or cute, but rather trapped
in your house and freaking the f*!k out. Its hooves and
antlers will destroy everything you’ve ever loved.

Speaking of animals, hippos are some of
the most dangerous animals on earth,
and prove it by killing an average of 3,000

humans every year. That’s far more than,
say, crocodiles or lions ... or whales, to
whom the hippopotamus family is most
closely related.
In 1567, the man with the longest beard
ever recorded tripped over his own beard,
while fleeing a fire, and died.
Questionable Australian Graham Barker
has been collecting his own belly button
lint for over 18 years. He holds the world
record for “biggest ball of belly button
fluff” and hopes to collect enough to stuff
a whole pillow one day. Which is gross.
It’s unlikely he will find a lover willing to
share such a pillow.

with a few ice cube and wrinkles
be gone.

Keeping Things Crispy
in the Microwave
If for some reason you’d rather
microwave leftovers instead of
re-heating them in the oven, place
a glass of ice water on the plate in
the microwave to keep things like
pizza or lasagna crispy.
Need to charge your phone
in a hurry?
Switch it to airplane mode,
and it’ll charge faster
Change Your Wall’s Artwork
Monthly for Free
Magazines and papers pay good money
for their front covers, so why not show
off your good taste in reading? Hang 5
or 6 clothes hangers on your wall, and
drape your favourite monthlies – like
The New Yorker or Quill & Quire – over
the bottom of them.
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